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'icon hi.P1 are discovering now links IrOween mon i»() and
Immo') physiology. Others are invostigoling netirologi( al as-
pots of motor (0011.01, Using computer simulation and other.i
sophisticated tothniques, blomechanics researchers are (Ind-.
ing new voys I() anolve human movement, A» o result of
renewed interest in sociol, cultural, (Ind psychologicol n'('Is
of movement, a vast, highly speciolimd holy of knowledge
hos ()merged,

tOony physitol oducotion toothers wont to use ond apply
infrmotion particularly relevant to their teaching. It is nol an
easy task, 1 he quantity of research alone ),vould require o
dawn to (1(15k reading schedule, The specialized nature of the
research lends to make it difficult for a layperson compre
hem' fully. And finally, little work has been directed toward
applying the research to the more practical o)ncerns (II
teachers in the field. Thus the burgeoning body of information
availoble to researchers and academicians has had little till,
pact on physical education programs in the field. ,

The Basic Stuff series is the culmination of the Notional
Association for Sport and Physical Education efforts to con-
front this problem. An attempt was made to identify basic
knowledge relevant to physical, education programs and tr
present that knowledge in a useful, readable format. The
series is not concerned with physical education curriculun
design, but the "basic stuff" concepts are common core in
formation pervading any physical education course of study

The selection of knowledge for inclusion in the series will,
based upon its releirance to students in physical education
programs. Several common student motives or purposes fo
participation were identified: health (feeling good), appear
ance (looking good), achievement (doing better), social (ge
ting along), aesthetic (turning on), and coping with the env
ronment (surviving). Concepts were then selected whic
provided information useful to students in accomplishing
these purposes.

The' BaSic Stuff project includes two types of booklets.
Series I is designed for use by preservice and inservice
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introduction
This booklet is,directed toward helping leachers teach UP

basic stuff in physical education.
The organisation and titles of the chapters in this booklet

are the same as in series I: FAA identifies a strident motive for
participating in physical acilvily, The chapter subjects are
feeling good (health); looking good (appearance), doing bet-
ter (achievement), gelling along (psycholocial), turning on
(aesthetics), and surviving (coping) The concepts within each
chapter have liven selected to help students achieve these
motives,

The basic stuff In each chapter represents a composite of
concepts from the same chapters in each of the Series I book-
lets, Rir example, Chapter I, on feeling good, has concepts
Iron) exercise physiology, kineslology, psycho social
humanities, motor learning and motor development, which
can help adolescents feel good (he healthyddltIonal In-
formation and explanations for the concepts can be found In
Series I,

The instructional activities for teaching the basic stuff
cures upon and emphasizes learning experiences 16 which
students are engaging In physical activity as a means for
coming to know and understand the basic stuff In physical
education. They have been selected as representative pos-
sibilities to illustrate how the concepts could be taught,

The intent is to ensure that the student learns the concept;
that is, cognitively understands It, and can apply the knowl-
edge to varying movements and activities. This knowledge
can be tested by having the student explain the concept, or
answer nuestions about It orally or on a written test, The
parallel Intent is to ensure that the student can physically
demonstrate the concept when 'performing physical skills.
The.student can be asked to demonstrate a specific concept
under a variety of conditions.

The activities represent many different forms, body aware-
ness, sports, dance, and physical fitness activities which
exemplify the diverse possibilities for teaching basic. stuff.
Many instructional activities are simply listed; however, for

1C1
xi
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1 he intent la Ili ifie kith a soef itit oomple arid at Winona,
rood for Ihririghl It .14 11t!li(lA 11411 1111! iflif114 0111141
,1111,114.!4 011!111(11-111lill (-1111( 42iV141 f111(1(10., t4
1(,1( 110E1111111-T1 Ole s111110111's 4.1e (1t4-41?.111(11141(lif(t111(411a.

in addition, a fetv selet references ate hitli have
additional instrik !infra! fit ifleaa.

!Villiin eat t hating, 114111,0c alrlff has litT111111101114141 1(1
001111 11,i1 !old h) di) ,111(1

tyhat can at complial) vhilti gelling wain hit participa-
tion; while parlit Oiling in the activity; kind ollowing partici,
nation in finking)! physical activities, hi addition; each chap,
ter 111111 lidok Willi 111441(1t411(111 111 11(111111+1( 1100 $111V111111) pro-

gram illitaa and additional inalnit activities ir the haai4
N11111 t hooter,

I Ike Seritia I, Series' II is a dialogue whit h anaw4gs specific
(11101111Wi.. The (11:111)Akiii 14)I k in lilt)
POINSin as if y$ I, the lea( her, verti answering the hilitIonl'a
question: The dialogue for instructional activities and how the
leacher can help is hetween the arglifira anti you, the reader,

the selected concepts and instructional acliV111(1(4 are i111
propriale for a diverse adolescent population: 1.1(1111

uninterested and 11A11(11C1Ipptill 11141(10111S, 1(1 highly skilled sin"
dent athletes, They are ,11S(1 intended for students and teachers
of t,videly differing philosophies and socifi-atconomic hack,
grounds,

Teaching physical education to the 13.114,year old age
group is difficult because of the wide ranges hi social, ('111.
11111101 and physical maturation rates, Adolescents readily rec.
ognize differences within their group, These differences need
to be provided kir in the physical education program and
through instructional approaches and techniques, Universal
treatment tends to discourage participation of those needing
special treatment, since many of these cannot meet the singu-
lar standard, Itinior and senior high school movement experi-
owes should he designed to match unique personal q(Ialities,
1 lilt) is needed to assist adolescents in developing personal
meaning through and of movement. That meaning may be
joy, challenge, achievement, social interaction and/or emo-
tional catharsis.

Each instructional activity has thAllowing characteristics
and organization: (a) getting students into the activity as soon
as possible with minimal instruction, (b) providing different
experiences for different ability levels, and (c) supplying
examples for getting ready, participating, and after participa-
ting.

11
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foreword
The emphasis on acquisition of sport skills and fitness is' o

pervasive in the secondary schools that it is difficult to grasp
the otion of teaching the body of knowledge to adolescents
through physical education experiences. However, serious
reflection on the interests and nature of the adolescent de-
mands examination of current practices. Perhaps the dual role
of being a high school physical educator and coach results in
some confusion concerning outcome goals of each. Physical
educators are encouraged to.viewThasic stuff" for teenagers
as a means to totally physically educate them by helping them
understand how, why, when and where people move. Ac-
quisition of this knowledge can assist the adolescent in a
non-school setting to, be more effective in satisfying his unique

/goals.
The structure of this booklet essentially follows that of the

two sister booklets in Series II. Although specific physical
activity units are often suggested to teach the concepts, the
writing team uses these references as examples. Users are
urged to consider this booklet as a good-start and guide for
answering the pervasive adolescent question of "why sweat
it?". More answers can be found in Series I and appropriate
learning experiences developed and consciously planned to
be a part of the curriculum. Eich chapter contains appropriate
concepts for before, during and after participationEach con-
cept is presented with its Series I subdisciplinary source. A
brief elaboration of concept is given. Several learning experi-
ences are then suggested. Each chapter ends ideas of howcthe
teacher can help promote the learning of concepts relating to
'"feeling good," "looking good;" "doing better," "getting
along," "turning on" and "surviving."

The task of assembling this booklet was shared by many. In
-,addititin to those cited earlier as part of the writing team,
appreciation is expressed to Barry Devine and Nick Breit of
California State University, Northridge, California and Marla
O'Connor of Los Angeles Valley-College.

Marian E-.;

xv
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CHAPTER ONE

health

.6.

What Po You Mean By Feeling Good?

ti

O

O

Feeling good is dependent upon a variety of factors'
conditions. It kt often the - result of a particular experienc'e or
awareness; sometimes it is the experience itself, the process of,-
discovering, coming to know;or just doing something. Some
of the conditions which create good feelings are being 7
healthy, looking good, doing well, having friends, getting
turned on, and overcoming adversity..Feel log good can come.'
from many ,differW_ sources and is often the result of a corn-
Alex interrelationship of, these variables. This chapter will
focus upon the feeling .good variables 'and concepts which
relate to becoming and remaining healthy. Subsequent chap:
ters also influence feeling 'good, but more directly address
other motives.

Being healthy:encompasses a\number of interrelated. dimen-
sions: physical health, psychological health, social interper-

.1



sonal health and spiritual health. It ranges from a relatively
neutral absence of illness, injury, or distress to positive, high
level wellness; the World Health Organization says "health is
so interrelated with these dimensions that the term 'holistic
health' has come to represent this Gestalt or complete look at
health." It is with this holistic attitude that we shall examine
the role of regular participation in vigorous physical activity as
it enhances one's health. Some of the dimensions which
influence health are more appropriately treated in later chap-
tersspecific references will be made where appropriate.

"Feeling Good" and being healthy seem to come naturally for
some, but most frequently achieving good health through
physical activity is the result of planning and proper prepara-
tion on the part of parents, teachers and students. Therefore,
the concepts and instructional activities in this chapter have
been organized to enhance preparation for participation at
different periods of time, for Getting Ready, While Participa-
ting, and Following Participation.



-How Can Getting Ready Help Me Feel Good?
Preparing for physical activity can help you to: (1) improve
your health and reduce the possibility of injury, (2) increase
your awareness and reduce anxiety, (3) develop a positive
attitude about yourself and the activity, and (4) enhance your
enjoyment by participating with others.

Exercise Physiology
Regular

participation
should occur at
least three times a
week to increase
cardiorespiratory
and muscular
endurance

Regular participation should occur at least three times a week
to increase cardiorespiratory and muscular endurance.

Anything less than three times a week increases the chances of
muscle soreness and injury, and will have little effect on
increasing endurance. Participation should be vigorous for at
least fifteen Minutes.

Learning Activities:

Plan strenuous physical activities,where all of the students are
actively and continuously playing and exerting themselves for
at least 15 minutes 3 times a week.

Exercise Physiology
Physical fitness
improves well
being

, Physical fitness improves well being.

Physical fitness includes flexibility, strength, muscular and
cardiorespiratory efficiency, normal body weight and good
body alignment.

Learning Activities:

1. Plan a curriculum that provides a wide variety of activities
that help to develop flexibility, strength, endurance and good
body- alignment. A balance of team and individual sports,
rhythmic and body control activities will provide a bal-
ance.

2. Warmup exercises should include activities, that will con-
tribute to physical fitness.

Exercise Physiology
Flexibility improves
performance and
reduces injuries

Flexibility improves pei:formance and reduces injuries.

Flexibility, alliiwing the full range of motion, is requ'ired to'
prevent undue stress. Increased flexibility improves the effigy
ciency of some movements.



Learning Activities:
1. Soccer specifically requires cardiorespiratory efficiency,
leg strength, endurance and flexibility, and neck strength.
Therefore, getting ready for soccer should include (a) stretch-
ing and flexibility exercises for all parts of the body, especially
the legs, (b) running long distances and short sprints as well as
specific resistance exercises for improving kicking and jump-
ing strength, (c) flexibility and strength exercises for the neck,
and (d) agility drills and activities for quick changes in di-
rection.
2. Other activities well-suited for flexibility develop-
ment are: modern dance, wrestling, gymnastics, and specific
exercises. Encourage a conscious effort to increase range of
movement through increased flexibility. Stress improvement.

3. Using the sit and reach test, described in the Health Re-
lated Physical Fitness Test Manual,- to evaluate the fleXibility
of the low back and posterior thighs as well as other tests for
range of motion at other joints, the students can determine
their initial ability. Periodic testinwafter appropriate stretching

'sessions can help the students see their progress.

ExerciSe Physiology and Kinesiology

Strength protects
bones and joints

Strength protects bones and joints.

Muscular strength is needed to protect bones and joints. Insuf-
ficient stress and resistance to the skeletal system can cause
the bones to become weak and brittle. Muscular strength
provides support to joints such as the knee, hip and spine.

- Learning Activities:
Test for body strength in the arms, neck, shoulders, torso, legs,
knees and ankles. Teach students spetific exercises to de-
velop needed levels of strength. Provide time to execute these
exercises and encourage personal responsibility for perform-
ing them correctly.

Exercise Physiology
Muscular

';endurance slows,
fatigue

Muscular endurance slows fatigue.

The greater your muscular endurance, that is, your ability to
continue working relatively long periods of time, the longer
you Can participate without becoming fatigued. Fatigue is a
major factor in causing injuries.

1 t,



Learning Activities:
1. Teach body control activities such as weight training,
gymnastics and modern dance, team sports such as softball,
flag football, volleyball and soccer, and individual sports such
as tennis, badminton and racquetball. All of these activities
demand intense muscular endurance from specific body
areas.

2. Test for entry and exit muscular endurance for specific
areas needed to perform skills. Arm strength for tennis and
badminton for example can be tested using pushups and
pullups.

Exercise Physiology

Aerobic exercise
improves
endurance

Aerobic exercise improves endurance.
It encourages cardiorespiratory efficiency, which improves
muscular endurance, reduces fatigue and enhances good feel-
ings.

Learning Activities
Provide each student with a pencil and 3 x 5 card. Record a
15- second sitting pulse. Repeat Or accuracy and multiply by 4
for a one minute sitting pulse rate. Have everyone do a slow
jog or step test in the bleachers for one minute and then
quickly take and record a 6 second working pulse. Multiply
the 6 second pulse by 10 for a one minute working pulse.
(NOte: If the working pulse rate is less than 120, working is too
easy; if over 160, too difficult. Attempt to keep it between 120
and 160.)

Repeat the one-minute jog or step test 2'More times, each time
recording -a.6- second working pulseand multiplying it by 10.
Following the 3rd mirk period (slOwi jog or step test), sit down,
rest forone minute and then take a 157secomiPulse,count and
multiply, this by 4. One minute recovery pulse .=
Subtract thopulse 'rate above (your one Minute recovery pulse
rate), from your 3rd working pulse'rate. Note: If the difference.
is 10 or less, you've piobably worked, too hard, oror .what?

Discuss the folldwing questions:

a. What does my Pulse rate tell me?,
b. Can a resting and working pulse.rate he too fast? too slow?
c. How fast Should it be When resting? when. training?
d. What is a stress test? should I take one?
e. What activiti6S can her) improve my cardiorespiratory

efficiency?
f. HOw long should I train? hoWoften?



Write on the card:
a. 'My present cardiorespiratory efficiency is

b. Activities I would like to participate in to improve my
physical fitness include.

The teacher should clarify that everyone will be on different
programs, even within the same activity choices.

Exercise Physiology and Psycho-Social
Excess weight is a
hazard

Excess weight is a hazard.

Excess body weight reduces your efficiency, increases your
workload, brings about fatigue and increases your chance of
getting hurt.

Learning Activities:
1. Provide diet and nutritional information in all appropriate
units of instruction.

2. Post calorie charts illustrating amounts needed for various
activities for a selected period of time. Help students to com-
pute number of ca', ries used in selected lesspns.

3. Using the skinfold test described in The Health Related
Fitness Test Manual, determine the body fat of each student.
Explain the results and effects on health. Periodically retest
to determine improvement..

4. Counsel with over and underweight students. Work out a
diet and exercise prescription with them.

Kinesiology
Good body
alignment reduces
injuries

Goodbody alignment reduces injuries.

The-risk of injury is minimized with good body alignment.

Learning Activities:
Stress correct body alignment in all physical activities. De-
velop partner tasks requiring observation, evaluation and
feedback to each partner in key activity skills.

Exercise Physiology and Kinesiology
Correct warmup
improves
performance

Correct warmup and exercising improves performance and
reduces muscle soreness and chan6e of injury.

Warmup exercises should include all the joints and major
n
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muscle groups, as well as specific exercises for a particular
activity. Too much emphasis is often placed upon the de-
velopment of the quadriceps, the muscles primarily responsi-
ble for running, kicking and jumping. An overth,velopment of
the quadriceps can lead to muscle soreness a..d injury to the
hamstrings. Therefore, for all activities which require specific
types of strength and flexibility, be certain to include flexibil-
ity and strength exercises for the antagonistic (in this case the
hamstring) muscles.

Learning Activities:
1. Explain to students the contribution each exercise makes
to a specific body part and the reasons why that part needs to
be warmed up and/or exercised for the particular activity
being taught.

2. Ask students to design exercises and warmup plans. Select
appropriate creative exercises and/or warmup plans de-
veloped by students to be presented and led by them.

3. Have students analyze the strength, endurance and skill
requirements for specific sports. They can then evaluate their
physical conditions and establish training programs for them-
selves which will get them in condition to play the sport. .

4. Plan specific skill drills to prepare for specific require-
ments of. the..activity. For example when teaching soccer,
include warmups and drills for kicking, passing and blocking.

Exercise Physiology.
Gradually increase
the frequency,
length of time, and
intensity of effort in
your warmup
exercises

Gradually increase the frequency, length of time and intensity
of effort in your warmup exercises.

The body needs time to adjust to the new demands that yibu
place on it. .

Leaning ;Activities:
.

1. Explain that the exercise _schedule*ill change as the tio-dY
changes. Call attention to increases in time and intensity. Ask
students to hotice'if soreness occurs after the increase and to
note when it ceases.

2. Explain why the muscles become sore after increased
stress. Have students, plan procedures tO preyent and, treat
muscular soreness prior to the learning and/or practice of a

new'activity.



Psycho-Social
Self-confidence can
reduce injuries

Self-confidence can reduce injuries.

Having confidence that you know what to do and how to do it
increases the odds for success and reduces the odds for incor-
rect movement and the chance of being injured.

Learning Activities:
1. Reduce the degree of difficulty so they can operate at a
level which gives them an opportunity to develop confidence
in that activity.

2. Provide 'appropriate safety equipment such as mats,
breakaway hurdles, sliding pits and so forth.
3. Provide multiple delivery systems so the student learning
style preference may be accommodated in order to ensure
task understanding. Use pictures, films, explanation, written
directions and so forth.

4. Teach the students to visualize, to mentally see themselves
performing the activity correctly.

Of)



What Can I Do While Participating?
There are a number of things that you can do to feel good and
to improve your health: (1) participate in activities on a regu-
lar basis,,.(2) enjoy the process and reward both your efforts
and progress, and (3) work together with others to help one
another reach shared goals.

Exercise Physiology, Humanities and
Psycho-Social

Regular Regular participation in physical activity enhances the quality
participation in of life.
physical activity
enhances the
quality of life

Actively engaging in activity stimulates physiological proces-
ses and provides a high level of wellness, a special-good
feeling which enhances the quality of life. Releasing energy
through active participation is healthy and feels good.

Learning Activities:
1. Plan awareness activities in any unit of instruction such as
asking the class how they feel after sitting for a while, standing
around watching, and after a vigorous workout.

2. Plan lessons that provide a high level of sustained activity.

3. Encourage students to plan an exercise program during
vacations, exam week, and after recovering from illness. Use
short period days, when there is too little time for dressing, to
teach this concept.

Exercise Physiology and Motor Development
__Progressive Progressive resistance activities are necessary- if you are to

,resistance activities becOme stronger and healthier.

are necessary if you
are to become
stronger and
healthier

10

Learning Activities:
1. Provide warmups and a curriculum that ensures move:.
ment experiences which will reqiiire progressive resistance
in the use-of the body musculature.

2. Post a chart for students which identifies the special.out-
come contribution that the physical education activities
provide.

3. Provide activity Choices. If health outcomes are requird,
recommended or sought by the student, expect him .to
plan activities that will contribute to that outcome.

U



Exercise Physiology and Psycho-Social
Relaxation and rest Relaxation and rest can be learned.
can be learned Rest and relaxation are needed while participating. They must

be spaced.

Learning Activities:
1. Provide rest periods after strenuous activity.

2. Have students tense up by clenching or contracting vari-
ous muscles, then have them release the tension attempting to
conciously control the amount of tension. Stress awareness of
the feeling.

3. Talk students through progressive total body relaxation.
Tenser entire body, then consciously release tension by
eliminating anxious thoughts through mental recall of
pleasurable memories. Release tension from toes to head to
face. Repeat several times.

4. Provide relaxation periods in lesson plans whenever ap-
propriate.

Exercise Physiology
Begin and finish all Begin and finish all activities gradually.
activities gradually Begin all activities gradually slowly increase the intensity

with which you engage (hOw hard you put out), and the
duration of involvement (how long). Begin to taper off before
concluding and provide a cooling off period following the.
activity.

Learning Activities:
1. Plan lesson so activity involvement by the students is
gradually built up,at the beginriing and reduced at the end.

2. Plan warmbps, roll call, instructions at times when build-
ing up and slowing down are needed.



Why Do I Have To Do Anything After Participating?
Following participation you can do two things to feel better:
(a) stretch to prevent muscle soreness, and (b) celebrate partic-
ipating.

Exercise Physiology
Gradually cool
down after
strenuous activity

Gradually cool down after strenuous activity.

Some strenuous activities do not provide opportunities to
gradually cool down. Often they simply end at the peak of
strenuous output. Cooling down by lessening the activity
output helps to prevent muscular soreness.

Learning Activities:
1. Plan light jogging or walking activities after vigorous activ-
ity.

2. Have students take their heart rates by counting their
pulses. When the rate reaches 120, plan static stretching of
both the primary and antagonistic muscle groups.

3. If highly competitive games such as basketball, soccer, or
racquetball have been played, allow time to shoot a few
baskets, kick a few goals, or hjt a few easy shots.

Exercise Physiology and Psycho-Social
Rest and relaxation
are important to
lessening muscle
soreness

Rest and relaxation are important to lessening muscle sore=''
ness.

Relaxation is the ability to "let go" tense muscles. Rest is not
valuable in lessening muscular soreness without relaxation.

Learning Activities:
1. Teach relaxation techniques mentioned earlier.

2. Teach and conduct static stretching of key muscle groups.
Gradually increase the intensity, duration 'and frequency.

3. Plan time to allow sore muscles to rest after strenuous
activity; plan different types of related or unrelated activities.

Humanities, Exercise Physiology, Psycho- Social
Participation is a
satisfying and
joyous experience

Participation is a satisfying and joyous experience.'

Regardless of the amount of participation or the outcome of a
competitive.event, allow yobrself to feel good about your



involvement. Celebrating on the inside should not depend
upon trophies, records or congratulations.

Learning Activities:

1. Allow students time to sit and relax and to think about the
experience. Stress the good feeling about the activity, and the
small victories such as a good shot, assist or the pleasure in
helping with a successful play.

2. Ask the students to think through what they worked on,
what they did well, and what'they want to work on.
3. Help students to establish new goals after participating.

4. Stress commitment as important to progress.
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How Can The Teacher Help Students To Feel Good?
This is not intended to be a curriculum guide or program
proposal, but rather a set of specific suggestions for teaching
the basic-stuff about feeling good through participating in ,

physical activity. Most normal activities in a physical educa
tion curriculum for junior and senior high school students
have many potential opportunities for teaching the "basic
stuff" or knowledge about how exercise and physical activity
can help people to "feel good" through good mental and
physical health.

For all activities, have the class begin as soon as they come
out. Begin with slow static stretching exercises, and then get
right into the activity. Taking roll and making announcements
can come during rest and relaxation periods.

Warm up correctlyeach activity places demand on different
parts of the body; therefore, preparatory exercises should be
designed specifically for the activity that you are about to '

engage in. For each exercise begin slowly and gradually
increase frequency, duration, and intensity.

14



CHAPTER TWO

appearance

What Do You Mean By' 'looking Good?
While appearance is strongly based on genetic factors, envi-
ronment plays an important role. Although genes control
growth patterns body composition and posture can be seri-
ously influenced by nutrition and exercise. Interest in building
muscles is primarily related to feeling and looking more mas-
culine. Females usually try to avoid looking too muscular.
However; females acquire less bulk from strength training,
and can attain strength and still look good.

Appearance is affected by posture. Proper body mechanics
will enhance the body's appearance while standing and sit-
ting, as well as moving. In psychological terms, the picture we
have of ourselves in our mind is called the body image. An
individual's body image has cognitive elements (size estima-
tions, shape estimations, psychological factor identifications)
and affective elements. Whether or not we "look good" to

15
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ourselves is partly a function of objective facts, and partly a
function of our society and its values,.

In the humanities,,appearance is studied in relation to natural
beauty. Throughout history there is recognition of the beauty
of the human body. The athlete's body "looks good."

n1
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How Can Getting Ready Help Me Look Good?

Motor Development
Nerve cell connections affect potential skill,

The amount of -myelination around some parts of the nerve
cell increases through adolescence. This change affects one's
potential skill in physical activities.

Learning ActNities:

1. Curriculum should provide a ,variety of activities with a
wide range of choice.

2. Promote outcomes other than the acquisition of skill, Fit-
ness development, fun, social -development, knowledge and
affective variables may be equally important outcomes to be
evaluated.

3. Use ability grouping or handicapping systems to accom-
modate physical appearance differences to activities where
size and appearance have an important influence.

Nerve cell
connections affect
skill

Motor Development
Growth and growth
rate depend partly
on sex

Sex differences are found in growth rate.

Girls usually begin their growth spurt between ten and thir-
teen years while boys spurt between twelve and fifteen years.
The average boy is five feet nine and one-half inches tall and,
152 pounds by age eighteen. The average girl is five feet four
and one-half inches tall and weighs 125 pounds.

Learning Activities: ---
1. Help sex-integrated classes to accommodate these differ-
ences by selecting team spoil positions where growth differ-
ences will be positively utilized. For example, heavier players
may be linesmen in flag football, tall players net players in
volleyball, and short agile players guards in basketball.

2. Plan activities where the boy-girl size difference is less a
factor, such as dance, tennis, golf, archery, and badminton.

Humanities
Specific. activities
emphasize different
characteristics of
beauty

Specific activities emphasize different characteristics of
beauty.-

The beauty of the physique of the marathon runner is different
from the beauty of the ballerina, the soccer player, the gym-

30
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east, or the swimmer, While each athlete portrays some of the
classical characteristics of beauty, each Is somewhat different,

I,Nrning Activities:
Discuss as a regular orientation, to various curricular ac-

tIvities the form or beauty of the most representative player,
2, Conduct a brief debate: does the activity shape the ath-
lete, or does the athlete bring shape to the activity?

Motor Development
Fat content is
influenced by
eating habits and
exercise

Fat content is influenced by eating habits and exercise.

Fat content of the body influences appearance. During
adolescence the hormone estrogen promotes. the accumula-
tion of fat in girls, Everyone's body has some fat weight and it
is necessary to balance exercise and caloric intake so that the
proportion of fat doesn't beCome too high. Exercise is very
important in controlling the fat weight of the body.

Learning Activities:
1. Post food and exercise calorie charts. Announce planned'
exercise calorie, burn up for the lesson.Have students decide
whether the clay, week, or month weight was influenced most
by eating, exercise or both.

2. Plan a weight control club. Membership is not required..
Help members plan exercise and eating strategies. Encourage
goal setting and record kgeping. Special exercises may be
planned for non-class tirmi.

Exercise Physiology

Inactivity more Inactivity more than food contributes to obesity.

than food There is no evidence that regular exercise leads to the de-
contributes to velopment of obesity because of overstimulation of the appe-
obesity tite. Obese individuals move less throughout the day, but do

not necessarily eat more..

Learning Activities:._____

1. Have each student conduct an investigation of one obese
person. Have them record exercise calories burned versus
food intake calories for one week. Write up results.

2. Plan vigorous activities and organize the class so that
maximum time can be given to activity.
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3. Encourage students to be physically active over vacations
and weekends,

KIneslology
Weak muscles' fall to assist in maintaining proper alignment,
causing stress to be placed on joints and ligaments.

The trunk serves, as a rigid base for the .operation of the
appendages, the arms and the legs, The abdominal muscles
are responsible for stabilizing the Unstable vertebral column,
,These are the anti-gravity muscles which keep the body, and
anything that it is supporting, upright ,against the pull of grav-
ity. These muscles are-the extensors Of the hip, knee and
ankle.

Weak muscles fail
to assist in
maintaining proper
alignment, causing
stress to be placed
on joints and
ligaments

Learning Activities:

1. Warmup exercises should consist of sufficient repetitions to
develop strength in the abdominal area and the extensors of
the hip, knee and ankle.

2. Posture appraisal and/or body mechanics class should be
planned to facilitate proper body control.

19
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What Can I Do While Participating'?

KInesiology
Proper alligpment of
body aelimenti 14
110Cefitialy 10

optimum balance
and efficient
movement

Proper alignment of body segments is necessary to optimum
balance and efficient movement,

Tile (unction of illy abdominal moicioi Is In hold the ribs and
Together, The contour of the adominal wall can he

improved by proper positioning of the pelvis. Welldeveloped
abdominal muscles pull up on the anterior pelvis, reducing
the curvature in the lumbar area of the spine and the promi-
nence of the buttocks,

Leaning Activititi.s:

I.Plan warmup exercises which strengthen the abdominal
wall, such as modified sit-ups.

2. Stress slightly relaxed knees while standing to reduce lower
back hollowing. Consciously practice this positiOn whenever
the nature of the activity requires passive standing.

Exercise Physiology

Prolonged aerobic
activities are
particularly
beneficial for
treating and
preventing obesity

Prolonged aerobic activities are particularly beneficial for
treating and preventing obesity.

The most desirable exercises for preventing and treating obes-
ity are ones in which the individual supports his body
weight, such'as jogging.

Learning Activities:
1. Plan a jogging, bicycling, or swimming program.

2. Plan 10-12 minutes of aerobic activities whenever the
program offered does not provide it.

Motor Development
Muscle size is
influenced by the.
sex hormones and
exercise

Muscle size is influenced by the sex hormones and exercise.

Muscle size and mass increases with growth and with exer-
cise. Pre-adolescent boys and girls and women do not have
the hormone testosterone in sufficient quantity to bring about
a large° increase in the muscle size with exercise. Strength is
not dependent solely on size.

Learning Activities:
1. Where strength is an advantage in a sex-integrated class,
post differentiated grading scales based on muscle strength.



f.saniples; weight training, field events, flog football, basket.
hail, wccer,
j, Plan experimental activities in a weight training class to
illustrate the concept,

Humanities
Contemporary
culture Influences
Ihe concept of,
what beautiful in
appearance

Psycho
feelings about our
own body image
are greatly
influenced by social
stereotypes
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Contompor try contort) Influences the concept of what is beau.
tiful in Appearance,

A study of arlistic representations of the body In different
countries reveals cultural differences In the perception of
beauty in Appearance, I I istorically the athletic body has been
portrayed by males, Perhaps the contemporary female Interest
in sport will change the interpretation of physical beauty,

Activities:
1. Arrange a "rainy day" lecture/demonstration with the
school art teacher,
2. Identify a bulletin board for students to display pictures of
"beautiful athletes."
3. Encourage students to applaud "pretty" movements,

Social
Feelings about our own body image are greatly influenced by
social stereotyp&
We must acknowledge that there Is some stereotyping done
by others about each of us based upon how we look. Sbeldon
suggested three basic body types: endomorphic (spherical),
ectomorphic (linear), and mcsomorphic (the Inverted V or
athletic build). The first two shapes are often sterotyped as
negative, and ,the third positive. These generalizations are
Inaccurate. You can enhance thor conformation and
capabilities of all body types. Each body type that Is appropri-
ately developed will be suitable for a particular sport.

Learning Activities:
1. Identify body types in class. Qbserve whether the sterotypes
fit the somatotype. Discuss.

2. Study the body types of athletes in different sports. Identify
common body Traits. Encourage participation in sports or
positions on teams which most approximate these types.

3. Plan and make available weight training and aerobic dance
classes, and encourage students wishing to improve their
body image to enroll.
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Now Can The Teacher Help Students To Look Good?
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CHAPTER THREE

achievement

What Do You Mean By Doing Better?

In the humanities, achievement or doing better is studied in
relation to human goals. Achievement is often simplistically
measured by score. If a team or person wins, he has 'done
better. Realistically however, achievement involves much
more than a score. Complex movements are a combination of
basic skills, Fitness, instruction and practice are necessary to
achieve good basic skills. Achieving mature skills usually is
achieved by stages tied to growth and motor development.
Proper use of the mechanics of movement will increase ability
to generate and control force for "doing better" with physical
activities.

Psychologists and educators believe that an important factor
in achievingjs, "resultant achievement motive," that is, the

25
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How CI An Getting Ready Help Me?

PsychoaSocial

Know your interests KnOW your interests and abilities,
'And Success tiepentls 111)011 your capability 411(1 ability to sustain

interest while practicing to achieve perfection, Therefore,
knowing personal interests and abilities will help indicate
how activity time can be most profitably invested,
strengths, For some interests will he broad, and for others
narrow,

Learning Activities:

I ,Provide students with a checklist of activities so that they
can rate their interest, ability and goals, Plan curriculum
selection options and opportunities for students to practice
and perform those activities,

2, Allow students opportunities to explore many positions In
team sports, and provide time to practice and perform those
positions,

3. Thom Sportstake time at the beginning of a unit for the
students to share their interests, Ideas and goals, Give them
responsibilities for setting things up, getting the balls out, and
getting things going, Encourage students with similar interests
and abilities to work together and help one another,Em
phaslze working on strengths, but do not ignore weaknesses,

4. Develop a learning Exchange, Have students write on a
3x5 card the skills they could teach others, and on another1
card the skills they would like to learn, File the cards in two
boxes, one for "want to learn" and one for "will share or
teach," and let students learn from each other,

5. Encourage your students to take adVantage. of their ;

strengths, to play the positions for whi5h they are be'st suited,
whether it be running, hitting, throwing, orsatching, and td
take pride in their unique contributions.

Humanities, Motor Development, Psycho-Social
Commit yourself to Commit yourself to 'achievable goals. '
achievable goals Goals should be set that are achievable. Your motivation and

persistence in praCtiCingls.borinef:goals are too e'a'sy, and
frustrating if they are too diffiCult. Establish priorities, rank
your goals ,arid 'design pla with, activities, to help you

27
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from the beginning of the unit that their evaluation will be
based upon setting and working toward personally deter-
mined goals.

5. Schedule testing periods to check progress.

Humanities, Exercise Physiology
Give yourself time
to learn and
improve

Give yourself time to learn and improve.

Too often when we set goals, we expect that we should be
able to meet them right away. When learning something
new or working on a goal to improve, accept your present
abilities for what they are. If you could already do it you
would be setting new goals. Giye yotitielf credit kir what
you can do and take time to learn and improve.

Learning Activities:
1. Plan units of instruction allowing sufficient-time to prac-
tice skills and to enjoy them in game play.
2. Provide variable skill practice time. ^

`3. Grade stud6its on the basis of what they can individu-
ally achieve.

Development, Humanidei, Psycho-Social
Everyone moves and learns in his own way and at his own
pace and time.

There is no one best way to learn and, no optimum time. In-
dividuality should be etijoyed and appreciated.

Learning Activities:
1. Plan some units of individualized instruction.

2. Plan several ways that students may receive information
about the sequence of the skill and several types of practice
experiences for timing the sequence.

3. Plan 'open-ended practice time to' allow sufficient time
for each student to learn at his pace.

Motor
Everyone moves
and learns in his
own way and at his
own pace and time

Exercise Physiology
Adequate strength Adequate strength is necessary in many activities.
is necessary in
many activities

Whenever a muscle \ is called upon to exert a maximal
amount of force, the Strength of that muscle is being em-
ployed.
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Learning Activities:
1. Using the pull-up or modified pull-up and push-up tests, .
the jump and reach test, and the modified sit-up test, have
the students determine their present strength status in major
muscle groups.

2. Have the students perform various sport skills, for in-
stance, throwing, kicking a soccer ball, putting the shot,
high jump and long jump. Correlate their scores with their
strength scores. Have the students analyze the effect of their

strength on their performance.
3. Engage the students in a weight training program. Post-

test them on strength and strength - related movements to

show the connection between strength and improved force

production.
4. Have the students test their static strength by holding
various weighted objects. Record the amount of time these

can be held. Have them analyze why lighter objects can be
held longer than heavier objects.

5. Using a weight training program which includes isokine-
tic contraction throughout the range of.movement have the
students explain their strength improvement, and why
isokinetic training is important.

Exercise Physiology
Aerobic endurance
is needed for long
periods of rhythmic
low intensity
muscle contraction

30

Aerobic endurance is needed for long periods of rhythmic
low intensity muscle contraction.
Ability to engage for 'several hours in activities such as hik-
ing, skiing or recreational games depends upon our level of
aerobic endurance.-roUr-basic elements, mode, intensity,

, duration and frequency of exercise contribute to improve-
ment of aerobic endurance capacity.

Learning Activities:
1. Have the students test aerobic capacity by running for 6,

9 and 12 minutes. TN:A, distance cov4ered reflects the indi-
vidual's aerobic eridurante score.
2. Allow the students to participate in sports of their choice
over a period of time.without attention to training. Retest

their aerobic capkity.
3. Have each student participate in a sport while attending
to intensity of exercise as measured by raising heart rate to
a zone between 150 and 185 beats per minute, maintained

of 9



for a duration of 10 te$ 15 minutes for a frequency of at
least three times per week. Retest the aerobic capacity.

4:. Have the students discuss the reasons for improvement
and devise a program to improve or maintain their capacity.
5. Ask the students to analyze how improved aerobic ca-
pacity can help in all movement activities,

Exercise Physiology
Anaerobic performance can be influenced by training.
Anaerobic training should be task specific. When the body
is used strenuously for short periods Of time anaerobic train-
ing is necessary.

Learning Activities:

1. Have the students identify activities orApecific move-
ments during an activity which would require anaerobic
movements.

2. Measure anaerobic capacity as described in the
Physiology of Exercise booklet.

3. Engage the students in task specific, high intensity work
for work intervals of 20 seconds or less to improve
anaerobic power. Alternate exercise sessions with rest
periods of 10-15 seconds. Conclude several sessions with a
15 to 20 minute rest period. Have the students engage in
task specific work intervals of more than 20 seconds to im-
prove anaerobic endurance. Alternate these sessions with 1
to 2 minute recovery periods.

4. After a training program have the students explain the
formulas and mechanisms for improving anaerobic power
and endurance. Have them compare their pre- and post-
scores' and determine a training program to improve their
performance in activities of their choice.

Anaerobic
performance can
be influenced by
training

Exercise Physiology
Heat exhausts body,
fluids

Heat exhausts body fluids. When the environmental tem-
perature is high, exertion lasting more than 15 minutes can
cause the blood pressure and body temperature control to
malfunction.

Learning Activities:
1. On a warm day have the students engage in a heavy
workout. Caution: do not allow this to exceed some 10 -
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minutes, and stop any individuals showing symptoms of dis-
tress. Have the students take their temperature and blood
pressure. Compare these with readings taken after an equal
workout under normal environmental temperature condi-
tions. Repeat on another warm day while students wear
more appropriate clothing, drink a quart of water before
working out and drink a cup of water every 10-15 min-
utes.

2. Have the students analyze proper and improper strate-
gies for coping with heat while engaging vigorously in ac-
tivities.

Motor Learning
Complex skills are
easier to learn if
reduced to a
simpler form and
then gradually
made more
complex

Complex skills are easier to learn if reduced to a simpler
form and then gradually made more complex.

When learning a skill it may be wise to adjust the difficulty
by eliminating some of the features that make it more dif-
ficult and then gradually including those parts.

Learning Activities:
1. When teaching dribbling in soccer, basketball or field
hockey, have students first practice in an obstacle-free envi-
ronment, then dribble around cones, then around moving
players and finally apply the completed skill in a game.

2. Dance activities. Walk through the sequence alone, then
with a partner, listen to music, walk through sequence with
music and then with partner.

3. Play lead-up games that emphasize one or two skills.

Kinesiology
Force will be
reduced if firm
contact with the
ground is not
maintained at the
moment of
projection

Force will be reduced if firm contact with the ground is not
maintained at the moment of projection.'

As forces are developed within the body, pressure will be
applied to the supporting surface by the feet. If that contact
is not firm, some of the developed force will be used up in
moving on the surface.

Learning Activities:
1. Allow experimentation with differing foot surfaces: bare
feet, socks, and different types of athletic shoes. Discuss
contact when running, throwing, and striking. Add the ef-
fett of varying surfaces: grass, composition, wood, wet sand
or dirt.
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2. Include discussion of proper footwear for whatever ac-
tivity is being taught if force is a major performance influ-
ence.

3. Have students try to jump up and exert force while in
the air. Discuss the results and implications for jump shoot
ing, smashing, and so on.

Psycho-Social

Competitive stress
affects
performance in
physical activity

mpetitive stress affects performance in physical activity.

A appropriate amount of anxiety is needed for successful
per ormance. Athletes must control their state and trait
a iety levels to achieve positive benefits.

earning Activities:

1. Ask students to demonstrate certain activity skills (dance,
swimming, gymnastics, shooting). Ask who are anxious?
Why? What effects did high or low anxiousness have on
performance?

2. Identify as part of the activity-orienting experience the
maximal positive anxiety state needed for doing better. Dis-
cuss ways to develop it.

3. Help students to become aware of their anxiety states by
discussing their presence or absence at tournament time,
skill testing, written testing, and general practice.

Psycho-Social

,Stress-reduction
can help in doing
better

Stress-reduction can help in doing better.

Successful performers are able to devise strategies to over-
come stress.

Learning Activities:
1. Teach and practice relaxation techniques such as tens-
ing muscles, relaxing them and moving to a state of readi-
ness, or using autogenic words or phrases such as serene, .

warm beach, cool breeze, and so on.

2. Teach and practice imaging, such as visiting the area at
the competition site producing greatest anxiety, and then
"psyching down" by in-pging pleasant experiences. Urge
students to imagine how it would feel to perform a critical
move well, at slow motion and at regular speed.



Motor Learning
Improvement requires evaluation.Improvement

requires evaluation Performance should be measured so that it can be evalu-
ated to determine progress and to ascertain needed addi-
tional practice.

Learning Activities:,
1. Plan formative tasks for selected skills. Measure aspects
of the movement which are crucial to skilled performance:
accuracy, distance, speed, time, height, or weight. Items
may be batting average, percentage of successful shots, dis-
tance of a throw or jump, and so forth.

2. Periodically repeat the measurement. Teach students to
plot their learning curves on skills of their choice.



What Can I Do While Participating?

Kinesiollogy
Spin results when
force is applied off
the center of the
object

Spin results when force is applied off the center of the object.

The force can be applied by the hands, a racket, or the foot
when kicking. The two factors which determine the behav-
ior of the ball are where the force is applied relative to the
center of gravity of the ball, and the amount of force
applied.

Learning Activities:
1. Use any ball-type activity. Plan a drill-or task which ex-
periments with applying force off-center and with the
amount of force. Plan applications of force above, below,
and to the sides of the ball. Discuss how spin aids or in-

. hibits performance of skill in the sport being studied and in
other sports.

2. Select a variety of objects for experimenting with spin:
volleyball, basketball, frisbee, golf ball, softball; and table
tennis ball. Practice throwing or striking off center. Watch
the spin and rote the rebound.

3. Teach the application of force concept to produce spin
in the sports where it is a performance factor: tennis, golf,
basketball, volleyball, racquetball, softball and table tennis.

Kinesiology

To move quickly,
raise the center of
gravity and narrow
the base

To move quickly, raise the center of gravity and narrow the
base.

The degree of stability desired at any one time is dependent
upon the task. If the direction of the next required move-
ment is known the center of gravity may be moved in that
direction; if not known it should remain centered.

Learning Activities:
1. Teach this concept through any activity that requires
quick movements in known or unknown directions, such as
swimming and track starts, or badminton and basketball.
Plan practice tasks contrasting high and low center of grav-
ity, broad and narrow bases.

2. Plan anticipation and faking tasks.
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3. Play one-on-one games or two-on-one games related to
the activity being taught, requiring quick movement to es-
cape.

ICI:test° logy

The path or
trajectory of an
object is dependent
upon the direction
of the initial force
and the external
forces occurring
during the object's
flight

The path or trajectory of an object is dependent upon the
direction of the initial force and the external forces occur-
ring during the object's flight.

Gtavity exerts a constant downward force on a projectile,
moving it toward the earth at a constant rate of speed. Air
resistance also decreases the horizontal distance it will
travel.

Learning Activities:
1. Practice fungo-hitting in softball and/or throwing balls.-
Develop discovery-type task cards descr;bing experiments
with trajectories.

2. When teaching tennis, volleyball and badminton, stress
the projectile concept for smashes, volleys and drives.

Psycho-Social
Self-talk can aid ,. Self-talk can aid performance.

performance Destructive training thoughts can be replaced with positive
self-statements and self-instruction.

Learning Activities:
1. Ask students to identify and lis positive and negative
self-statements produced during competition. Ask when

. they most often occur.

2. Suggest that during a game, whenever negative feelings
begin to obtrude, that they try to stop these thoughts and
self-talk their bad feelings away.

3. Ask students to share their self-talk, thought-stopping
strategies.

Motor Learning
Practice time
should vary
according to
difficulty of task,
and type of skill
and age of learner

Practice time should vary according to difficulty of task, and
type of skill and age of learner.

Practicing for a long time without success is frustrating and
interferes with the learner's perseverance. If practice is too
long, fatigue interferes with performance quality.



Motor
Cue abbreviation is
important to skilled
performance

Learning Activities:
1. [Ilan blocks of time for several skills to be practiced. Let
the students plan their practice schedules for each.

2. Ask students to agree on amount of time a skill should
be practiced.

3. Group students by ability. Assign longer times to the
more skilled, interrupted or distributed practice time to the
less skilled.

Learning
Cue abbreviation is important to skilled performance.

The more complex the movement, the more time is neces-
sary. for selecting, planning, and initiating it. "Cue abbrevia-
tion" helps to predict and prepare earlier.

Learning Activities:
1. Have class observe a live demonstration or film of a per-
formance. Instruct class to look for cues. Ask what they
saw. Repeat several times. Suggest that they look for "tele-
graphed intentions," common patterns, expected strategy,
player, characteristics.

2.. After several practice games in which the activity is
taught, ask class to identify "personal characteristic cues"
of classmates, and common patterns.

3. Suggest that students watch for personal cues of selected
players while watching televised sporting events.

Kinesiology
Accuracy may be
.improved by
reducing the length
of the implement,
the length of the
backswing, and the
number of body
parts used

Accuracy may be improved by reducing the length of the
implement, the length of the backswing, and the number of
body parts used.

Learning Activities:
1. Teach throwing with the wrist only, then progressively
add the.elbow, shoulder, back, hips and legs. Have student
note the effect.

2. Teach this .concept when teaching g'olf and bunting in
softball.
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Psycho-Social
Attentional style
affects
performance in
.physical activity

Motor
Knowing the
position of the
body in space is
necessary for
skilled performance

Attentional style affects performance in physical activity.

Improvement of performance is affected by knowing what
to attend to, what to ignore, when to attend and how to
'maintain attention at critical times.'

Learning Activities:
1. Use effort-shape words like "hit it like driving a nail,"
"stretch," "stroke it," "just meet it," "guide it," to describe
the action.'

2. Plan attentional drills like "pepper games," "rebound
drills," and wall rallying at close range.

3. Plan progressive relaxation and meditation periods for
rest periods.

Development
Knowing the position, of the body in space is necessary for
skilled performance. .

Signals from the receptors in the inner ear and from the
eyes help one achieve and maintain balance. Receptors in
the body contribute to kinesthetic awareness.

Learning Activities:
1: Encourage students to pay attention to body feeling's,
sounds and environment cues. Havethem practice a skill;
stop play, have students close thdir eye?and identify where
they are. Have them open eyes and check accuracy. Prac-
tice frequently.

2. Plan an interaction task. Have, ones student dribble
blindfolded and follow moving partner who will give verbal
encouraging sounds.

3. Have students practice looking only .at the target. Try
this in soccer, basketball, badminton and tennis.

Motor-Developtmtent
Hearing provides
cues for action

Hearing provides cues for action.

Hearing is 'helpful- if selective attention to sound is de-
veloped.

Learning Activities:

1. Include dance and rhythm activities in the curriculum to
develop auditory figure - ground, percdption. -
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2. Encourage students to listen for the "crack of the bat,"
"swish of the racquet," "click of the ball," and so forth.

Motor Learning
Practice for speed,
for accuracy, or for
both as the skill
requires

Practice for spee,' for accuracy, or for both as the skill re-
quires.

There is oft....n a trade-off between speed and accuracy. Ac-
curacy r 3r, be sacrificed for speed and vice versa. Emphasis
should be placed according to the demands of the skill.

earninp, Activities:
1. Plan to discuss speed and accuracy while introducing
the activity. Point out the demands for speed, accuracy, Or
both. Plan practice to emphasize the particular need.

2. Plan a throwing task consisting of ten throws for speed,
ten for accuracy, and ten for both. Ask students to disCuss
results with the group.

Motor Learning
Practice with
emphasis on
fixation is
appropriate for
"closed skills"

Practice with emphasis on fixation is appropriate for
"closed skills."

Closed skills are those in which the performer is stable and
the environment basically predictable, such as golf, archery
and dance.

Learning Activities:
1. Plan many repetitions of closed skills. Stress consistency
of technique.

2. Use interaction tasks or video replay of performance to
improve exacfreproduction of technique.

Motor Learning
Practice should be
in a variety of
environmental
conditions

Practice should be in a variety of environmental conditions.

Practicing under varied environmental conditions, a rule or
schema is discovered which permits successful performance
under a much wider variety of conditions, even conditions in
which the skill has not yet been performed°

Learning Activities:
1. Plan a wide variety, of practice environments. Use
feedback -type tasks.
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Motor
Timing is controlled
internally and
externally

2. Plan game-like conditions for practice. Arrange terminal
feedback on performance.

3. Discuss schema theory with students. Identify skills
performed that were not previously practiced.

Learning
Timing is controlled internally and externally.

Internal timing is a controlled coordinated sequence. Exter-
nal timing is the start of the swing so that contact coincides
With the arrival of the object.

Learning Activities:

1. Teach the sequence of the skill, and plan practice and
feedback on the internal timing. Use drills and/or tasks for
this phase. Foster external timing by adding the moving ob-
ject. Control the speed and direction of the object by hav-
ing students throw the object, or use a`ball throwing ma-
chine.

2. Provide lead-up games which provide practice on both
internal and external timing.

3. Develop interaction tasks whereby a student can evalu-
ate his partner's timing and provide feedback.



What Should Be Done Afterwards?

Humanities
Achievement may
be based on the
comparison with
others or self, and
perst\nal
accomplishment

Achievement may be based on the comparison with others
or self, and personal accomplishment.

Most performers acknowledge at least three kinds of
achievements in relation to their performance goals:

1. Achievements thatare compared with others.

2. Achievements that mark personal progress.

3. Achievements that result in reaching a goal such as run-
ning three miles or completing a dance.

Learning ActivitietszA
1. Plan, promote and reward all 3 type of goals. For exam-
ple, a volleyball unit may (1) provide a class tournament for
comparing with others, (2) provide formative tasks for per-
sonal progress, and (3) encourage students to create strate-
gies to reach personal goals.

2. Allow the student to propose his own personal
evaluation program for grades.

Psycho-Social
Attribution of cause
affects
performance in
physical activity

42

Attribution of cause affects performance in physical activity.

The individual views the outcome of a contest in terms of
how close it was and the intensity and level of competition,
and determines what essential elements caused the out-
come. This attribution of cause affects the player's feelings
about the contest, as well as future expectations of success
or failure, and influences his attitude toward future par-
ticipation.

Learning Activities:
1. After a class game, ask students to express verbally or in
writing reasons to explain the outcome. Discuss attribution
theory. Help winners and losers to cognitively and affec-
tively analyze the results.

2. Conduct a brief discussion concerning the role of luck,
hard work, skill and other external factors on winning and
losing.

3. Post highlighted sports page game resuffiNthich. quote
players' attribution of causes for success or failure, and their
attitudes toward the next game.

4.



Motor Learning
rY.

Augmented AUgmented terminal feedback is mcis),A_ictive.
terminal feedback_ Feedback may be provided immediately or it may be de-
is most effective velopecl over a period of time. Feedback about how one

moved, and about the outcome of the event is always de-
layed. Augmented concurrent feedback is not very useful.

Leqr ning Attivities:

I. Video tape performance. Allow students to view and
analyze performance and then practice to correct errors. If
video taping is not possible, have partner evaluate perfor-
mance using a checklist.

2. If space constraints require some students to wait to
play, assign them a player to observe selected performance
variables which are then plotted on a chart Variables may
be types of shots, placement, area taken, direction, dis7
tance, and so forth.

3. Use mirrors to observe movement and self-evaluate.
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How Can The Teacher Help?
Our society naturally encourages achievement. However,
achievement is viewed and valued differently by students.
Imposing a single goal standard will naturally block
achievement of the standard by many students, since all of
them bring different sets of abilities and experiences to the
gym. Acceptance of this premise is crucial to helping stu-
dents to achieve. The curriculum and instructional practices
must be designed to 'accommodate. individual student dif-
ferences.

Curriculum
The curriculum should provide instruction and practice
commensurate with the ability of the student. Courses
should be developed for beginners, intermediates and ad-
vanced performers if possible. If not, then ability gropping .

and several levels of criteria for evaluation will be needed
to facilitate achievement. The following additional sugges-
tions may help the student:

I. Plan a wide variety of activities to accommodate the
unique abilities of all the students: dance, gymnastics, team
sports, individual sports, swimming, and conditioning ac-
tivities.

2. Consider increasing student choice of activities. Obvi-
ously all students are not well suited to, or interested in all
types of activities.

3. Allow sufficient time for activities to be learned.

4. Stress during practice the proper boday mechanics of''*,.
each sport. Encourage individual application of kinesiology
concepts to enhance performan%,---,---

5. Plan activities that are appropriately cnallenging and in-
,

teresting for adolescents.

Instruction
Instructional practices should-be utilized, permitting student
to set.achieval2le goals and to build on each accomplish:-
ment. Since students bring to the gymnasium different learn-
ing 'styles as well as ability ana experiences, teachers
should provide a small group or individualized instruction ap-
proach. The following additional suggestions are, offered:

1. Plan several ability level goals. Allow students, under
the teacher's guidance, to set their own goals.

2. Plan variable practice time allotments for learning
selected skills.
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Introduce the sequence of a skill by using several mod-
alities such as demonstrations, pictures and films for view-
ing, and both live and taped explanations for hearing.
Allow students who prefer to spend little time on listening
and seeing to spend more time on doing and/or feeling the
activity.

4. Plan lessons to help students control their anxiety during
highly competitive or stressful activities.

5. Body awareness tasks and drills should be included in
lessons of activities with high body control demands, such
as modern dance, gymnastics, basketball and soccer.

6. Practice should be of appropriate duration; go from sim-
ple to complex; and provide feedback.

1.
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CHAPTER FOUR

psychoarsoa
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-
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WhatDo You Mean By Getting Along?"
In humanities, psycho-social concepts are studied in relation
to the charaCteristics and meanings of cooperation and com-
petition. Games, sports and exercise often require coopera-
tive ventures in which the players design and agree on roles
and rules. Opponents must cooperate as well as compete.
They must agree on rules, conduct, and appropriate play
attitudes.

The physical activity context provides a positive environment
for human affiliation, the opportunity to understand self, and
the development of healthy ways of relating self tO others.
Social needs may be met through participation in physical
activity.
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How Can Getting Ready' Help Me?

Psycho-Social and Humanities
Work, together and
help one another

s.

Work together and help one another.

Sharing goals and giving help is one of the most important
behaviors for getting along. Sports, dance, and exercise
provide many opportunities to give help and to receive
needed help.

Learning Activities:
1. Plan "goal stations." Allow students to meet and work
with others having similar goals. Encourage helping each
other.

2. Plan interaction or reciprocal tasks which require helping
each other with qualitative or quantitative goals.

3. Encourage students working in small groups or with
partners of similar interests and abilities. Friends may do more
than the activity itself.

Psycho- Social
Think positive.Think positive

Some say the glass is half full, others half empty. Some make 5
of 10 free throws, others miss 5 of 10. Record your progress,
success and attempts (trying is positive). Do not single out
failures. Keep a positive attitude about what you are doing.
Reward your efforts; that is what counts.

Learning Activities:
1. Develop a progress chart. Post names of those who have
progressed.

2. Reward progress by allowing student additional freedom
to choose activity.

3. Alter game scoring to allow increased scoring credit for a
well-executed or improved performance, shot, stunt, dance,
or skill.

'Humanities, Psycho-Social
Friends add -

meaning, support
and competition

48

Friends add meaning, support and competition.

Making plans with others is one of the best ways to make sure
you work out regularly. Exercising with others adds meaning
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and pleasure to the activity, 'Through fellowship, being with
good friends, you provide support and encouragement to
each other, Participating with others provides opportunities to
lest yourself, to give meaningful resistance against another,
Competition can help encourage greater effort and greater
performances,

teaming Activities:
I. Haw students, work together to help one another, Co-
operate and share ideas, feelings, interests, and preferences
in small groups of three to five students. Demonstrate how
students can assist each other by supporting; encouraging,
teaching, critiquing, resisting and recording for one another.

2. Allow students to select their partners and teammates.

3. Allow students to switch activities in order to be with
friends.
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What Can I Do While Participating?

Psycho-Social
It kis net fun, It
won't IX' done

If it's not fun, It won't he done.

Spend more time and energy in activities or parts of activities
you prefer. If you do not enjoy the experience, you are less
likely to continue participating or to benefit from It.

Learning Activities:
1. Promote, intramurals, community recreation and in-
terscholastic activity to allow extra participation.

2. Allow choice of activities in physical education:

3. Invite community experts to demonstrate and discuss
community support for various activities.

4. DiscusS With students the various meanings' that move-
ment has for people.

5. Develop a value and goal-awareness experience by listing
objectives of physical education such as social experience,
self-discipline, the activity itself, health, fitness, aesthetic ex-
perience, fun, and catharsis. Have students rank their per-
sonal values. Use the results to show differentes in .attitude.

Humanides, Psycho-Social
Sharing increases
meaning

Sharing with others adds meaning and increases involvement.

"Others" include parents, teachers, friends and other stu-
dents in class. Sharing ideas, goals and feelings with others
helps us to clarify our own intentions and goals, to get help;
support and encouragement, and to build relationships by
working together. Sharing encourages greater involvement
and participation.

Learning Activities:
1. Assign responsibilities for setting up and returning equip-
ment, taking roll, and locker room care.

2. Plan interaction tasks.

Motor Learning and Psycho-Social
The challenge of Having someone to challenge, resist and compete helps per-
others imprOves formance.
performance
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What Can Re Done Afterwards?

Humanities, PsychoSocial
sowing

accumulated
WW1 enhance!'
seleteem and
self-discipline

Seeing accutwnulated effort enhances self-esteem and soli-

Awareness of progress Is satisfying and !,"urves as partial rein-
forcement for parlicipatloh,

10,Uning Activitios:

1. Keep it record of performance by using task cards, work-
Sheets, or journals,

2. At the end of each day have students record what they did
and plan for the next session, making a commitment in terms
of what they will work on next time.

1 Progress from teacher-determined, teacher-directed in-
structional activities to student-designed, student-directed ac-
tivities. Move from external motivation (teacher threats and
rewards) to internally satisfying (self-chosen and personally
satisfying) reinforcement processes.

Humanities

Participation
requires a
collective attitude
as well as
understanding of
self

Participation requires a collective attitude as well as under- "ki.N.,

standing of self.

Participants involved in a team or group activity must orga-
nize into a unit. Individual responses are controlled by this
general organization. Personal strengths and weaknesses are
discovered and help form the basis for self-identify and im-
provement.

Learning Activities
1. Allow students to identify team captains who will privately
select teammates. Each team should be given time to orga-
nize, and analyze team performance and formulate strategies.
Plans can be submitted to the instructor and/or shared with the
class.

2. As part of the final evaluation of student performance,
request each student to submit an apriraisal of his role on
the team and to express how he feels about himself after
this unit of study.
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PsychoSocial
7 Participation In

physical activities
can be an
Important way of
meeting affiliation
needs

l'arlicipation In physi(al at tivilies can important way of
meeting affiliation needs.

Meeting new 110111110 and form* friendships can occur
through 8111111i, sports, and exercise, Affiliation needs 'nay he
a reason for participation as nnich as achievement,

learning Activities:
I, Arrange practice and play groupings permit students
being with friends as well as occasionally with strangers,

2. Stress by example and encouragement the use of first
names of students,

PsychoSocial
Control of
aggression in sport
Is both possible and
desirable

Control of aggression in, sport Is both possible and desirable,

Aggressive responses are learned,' and therefore can be mod-
ified or changed. Intent to injure others is not necessary lo
skillful performance.

Learning Activities:
I. Use both positive and negative reinforcement. Students
should forfeikthe right to play for displays of unwonted aggres
sion, Recognize and praise restraint of uncontrolled aggres-
sive behavior.

2. Discuss both positive and negative aspects of aggressive
behavior. Ask students to post clippings of violent behavior
written about competitive events. Suggest revised game con-
trols for reducing uncontrolled aggressive behavior:

Humanities
Individual
satisfaction is a

. motivating factor in
participation

ry
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Individual satisfaction is a motivating factor in participation.

Satisfaction comes in many forms, including that acquired
from participation with'bthers.

Learning Activities:

1. At the end of the unit of study ask students to submit a brief
appraisal statement concerning their personal satisfaction or
dissatisfaction.

2. before and during the unit of study allow students to
express their personal goals for the unit of study. Arrange
learning experiences to accommodate these goals.
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Exercise, Physiology
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Humanities, Psycho-Social
Plan on having a
good time

58

Plan on having a good time.

Enjoy the activity, have fun, plan on taking time to appreciate
what you are experiencing. Simply working on goals is not
much fun. If it's not fun, it won't be done, at least not for very
long. Having a good time and getting caught up in the activity
usually moves you toward your goals; becausyou are con-
tinually practicing.

Learning Activities:
1. Change rules of games for a novel change of pace. An
example is playing volleyball with the net covered to prevent
seeing the opponent.

2. Encourage the class to celebrate success and accept
failure in its context. Set the example. '1

3. Encoulage celebrating the experience. Celebrate ,having
participated, having moved. Enjoy, the bodily sensation; of
moving, stretching, twisting and testing. Smile inside, feel
good for having been involved, for moving in your own
unique manner.
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What Can I Do While Participating?

Humanities
Aesthetic qualities
of the hinnan body
contribute to
appreciation of the
content of sport,
dance, plan and
exercise

Aesthetic qualities of the human body contribute to apprecia-
tion of the content of sport, dance, plan and'exercise.

The characteristics of muscle definition, symmetrical propor-
tion, and unity contribute to aesthetic interpretation of the
human body.

Learning Activities:.

1. Plan forthe student to develop an art form creation: poem,
collage, sculpture,' painting, and so on. Relate it to the activ-
ity of,study.,

2. Plan a picture contest of "athletic body beautiful.'t Stu-
dents select a picture of an athlete in motion who in their
opinion best displays the aesthetic qualities of the human
body. Post these pictures. Have the class develop criteria to
judge each on a 10 point scale. Hive each student write dOwn
his rating.

3. Photograph members of the class in action. Post these
photos. Develop criteria for judging. 'Have each student rate
the aesthetics of the human body in motion. Give appropriate
"fun" awards.

Humanities
Aesthetic
appreciation and
understanding may
be activity-specific

Aesthetic appreciation and understanding may be activity -
,specific.

Both the athlete artist and the .artist of athletes bring. knowl-
edge and understanding to the art form.

Learning Activities:
1. Post pictures of athletes in action from basketball, tennis,
wrestling, gymnastics and a dance. Have the art department
rate them. Have athletes who engage in those sports rate
them. Let the class compare and discuss differences.

2. Allow students who are dancers teach a brief creative
dance lesson to non-dancers. Reverse. Discuss feelings.
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Humanities

Aesthetic
interpretation is
ba4.d on prior

:learning and
cultural values

Aesthetic interpretation is based on prior learning and cultural
values.

4eople are "turned on" for various reasons--Lsome by
strength, body contact, agility, speed, and so on,. _Aesthetic
experience encompasses a series of values.

Learning Activities:.
"Develop a Humanities course. Plan a "parcourse for hu-
manities:" Include dance, strength; agility, risk, creativity;
enduranCe, and manipulation stations. Expose students to

. all 'stations, allowing them to participate in those that they
like.

Psycho-Social
Physical activity
may be
experienced as
similar toe Zen
state

,60

Physicl activity may be experienced as similar to a Zen
state.

"Zen sport teachers advocate the importance of de.tachment
and loss of ego in the activity. The "inner game" notion is a

.manifestation of "the body over the mind."

Learning Activities:
1. Plan learning tasks which direct the learner to let the
body take over from the mind. biample: Forget about the
technique; concentrate on the-goal. (Read: The Inner Game
of Tennis by W_T. Gallwey, New York: Random House,
1974.)

2'. Include aikido, yoga or other similar body control ac-
-

tivities in your curriculum.
3. Provide "spirit-guidance." Help the students to'conceive
themselves in other dimensions of performance. Help there
to dresam of performing their favorite sports or dances in
another environment.

4. Discuss peak experiences. Stress preparation, discipline,
competence, anxiety, cha ,jenge and letting go. Urge stu-
dents to develop their own programs to reach their dreams.



What Do I Do Afterward?

Humanities
Appreciating the
relationships
among art forms
and movement
depends upon
theoretical and
experiential study

Appreciating the relationships among art forms and move-
ment depends upon theoretical and experiential study.

All movement resulting from dance, sport and exercise has
the possibility of aesthetic content and form. Art forms and
movement forms are dominated by a system of rules and
conventions involving emotional excitement in participa-
tion, and both require creativity from participants.

Learning Activities:

1. Plan a movement art course which includes a begin-
ning level for synchro-swimming, modern dance, gymnas-
tics, and similar activities.

2. Plan creative movement experiences in dance, gymnas-
tics, tumbling, exercise, swimming and so forth.

3. Plan a "rainy day" lecture demonstration with the art
department.

.4
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How Can -The "peachr Het)?
Too often aesthetic experiences are -left !o the dancer or
gymnast. However, physical. activity, sports, gaMes, and
exercise abound with aesthetic experiences. Teachers need
to provide aesthetic experiences in all courses.
Here are some suggestions:

curriculum

1. Provide a 1Itimans unit of study.
2. Include yoga, aikidr, or Wher i:astern body coritru
movement forms.

3: Include dance, syncro.:swirnming, free exercise and
other creative activities.

Instruction

1. Emphasize aesthetic experiences such os beauty of mo-
tion and of body, and peak experiences.

2. Include creative experiences whenever possible in any
activity of study.

3. Plan interdisciplinary cooperation with the art depart-
ment to bring knowledge and experiences to students.
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CHAPTER SIX

coping

What Do You Mean By Surviving?
Survival or coping depends on many factors, especially in
today's society where physical danger is often not as great as
psychOlogical danger. Survival may depend on strength,
freedom from disease, Psychological health, affiliation, coop-
eration, competitiveness, and a sense of joy and appreciation
of beauty. Historically dance, sport and play have made sig-
nificant contributions to the survival of the human race.

A strong; agile, beautiful body moving mechanically correctly
and interacting with the environment and seeking achievable
goals is indeed coping surviving.
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How Can Getting Ready Help Me?

Psycho-Social
Confidence
enhances
participation,
health, good
feeling, and can
reduce injuries

Confidence enhances participation, health, good feeling, and
can reduce injuries.

If you think you can, you have abetter chance of being
successful than if you don't. Doubt reduce-s-the possibility of
success. Confidence not Only increases the odds forsuccess,
but reduces the odds for incorrect movement and the chance
of being injured. '

Learning Activities:
1. Plan the practice, mentally before practicing skills. Stti-
dents should review in their minds the sequence and timing of
the skill before performing.

2. Plan visualization practice. Encourage students to "see"
themselves performing the skill correctly and achieving the
skill goal.,, Plan several repetitions. Stress letting the body
"take ovt."
3. Self/direction, cooperative learning and self-monitoring
are powerful sources for enhancing positive attitudes. The
teacher's role is to provide support and encouragement, to
reward effort and to provide specific recorrimendations for
imprbvement. Flinching or partial effort in either jumping or
hurdling can lead to injury. It is recommended to reduce the:-
degree of difficulty in theSe activities until students develop
confidence.

Humanities and Psycho-Social
Increased body and
environment
awareness,
familiarity and
control improves
performance and
enhances the
quality of life

66

-Increased body and nvironment awareness, familiarity and
control improves per .rrnante and enhances the quality of
life..

Awareness of bodily fbnctions and sensations (breathing, .

strength, balance, fatigu , heart rate, smell, focus; and so on)
increases personal famili rity: Familiarity with bodily sensa-
tions and environmental factors increases.confidence and
control. Control of bodily, functions and familiarity with en-
vironmental factors increa es confidence and helps reduce
anxieties.

Learning Activities:
.

-1. Plan 'body awareness experiences:



a. Before performing. Ask students to concentrate on how
various parts of their bodies feel: tense, tingling, relaxed,
hurting, strong, or weak.

b. After performing. Suggest to students: "Listen to your brea-
thing. Feel your pulse in your ankle, neck, and, other body
parts. Track your heart rate for 1 minute to 5 minutes, and your
breathing rate. Wipe your sweat. Notice where it forms.
Check your balance. It is better or worse? Notice your body
heat. How long does it take to cool off? Do you feel fatigued?
Describe it. Do you feel strong? Describe it:"

2. Plan environment awareness experiences:

a. Before performing. Ask students to observe space. Look for
obstacles. Imagine moving rapidly and stopping before collid-
ing. Notice glare, surface; ceilings. Run toward various obsta-
cles with game objects or implements. Stop short of a colli-
sion. Listen to sounds of voices, potinding feet and moving
objects.

b. While performing. What are the environmental factors? Is
there wind, sun, grass, concrete? Ask students to plan a strat-
egy to master the environment. Try it out.

c. After performing. Analyze strategy. What helped? What
hurt? \

HumainitieS, Exercise Physiology, Motor
Development, Psycho-Social

Take pride in your Take pride in your uniqueness:
uniqueness No two people are the same. Individual size, shape, growth

rate, age, tamily background, and experiences contribute to
unique abilities, interests, 'needs, motives and goals. Take
pride in the fact that you are one of a kind, and that what you
enjoy and do well is uniquely yours.

Learning Activities:

1. Ask students to identify unusual sport skills. Invite them to
explain the sport. Ask if they would like to plan a lesson for
those interested..

2. List all curricular activities on separate charts. Invite stu-
dents to list their names on activities which they believe are
"theirs."

3. Discuss sports which require specify. size, shape,
strength, flexibility, or agility to perfoim well. Ir; which ones
does body size not matter?



4. Place world map on bulletin board. Identify countries
which produce outstanding teams or athletes in selected
sports, or where unusual sports or games are performed.

5. Once all of the.positions and skills have been covered and
the students have participated in several game situations rotat-
ing teams and positions, students should be permitted to
select one or two positions on which to concentrate for the
remainder of their practiCe and game time.

Exercise Physiology
Know what is
expected, what you
can do and need to,
do

Know What is expected, what you can do and need to do.

Know what standards of performance are expected. Know
your own capabilities, and wha. t you need to do to perform to
capacity.

Learning Aa.ik/ities:
1. Reduce negative consequenc6. Eliminate uniform expec-
tations and goals for everyone.. Eliminate embarrassing ac-
tivities and those with a high probability of failure: Emphasize
activities which involve everyone, not just natural -athletes.

2. Allow students to identify desired skill level. Give a pretest.
Set. various levels of .$)cills such as beginner, intermediate,
advanced.

3. Develop practice station for various skills. Post practice
tasks and levels. Allow studeRts to plan what and how much
they will practice.

Humanities, Motor Developmen\
Celebrate effort

68

Celebrate your effort.

Celebrate your effort the fact that you are participating,.
working, stretching and trying. Reward your qforts for just
having participated. Enjoy moving, the stretching of muscles,
the working of the heart and lungs, the cleansing and cooling
of sweat. Enjoy the aesthetic and qualitative dimensions of
moving, the grace and beauty of running, jumping and throw-
ing. Celebrate while participating, feel good, smile inside and
all over.

Learning Activities:
1. Encourage teams to develop a team cheer. Use it to cele-
brate playing.



2. Plan expressions of the joy of movement experiences, such
as writing a poem, taking photographs, making collages.
Share these with the class.

Psycho-Social
Seeing

improvement is
rewarding

Seeing improvement is rewarding.

Short and long term goals can serve as incentives for getting
through difficult activities. Doing less than you think you can,
not really pushing yourself, reduces the pain and discomfort
which discourage further participation. Continuous moderate
participation will increase what you think you can do.

Learning Activities:
1. Post charts or develop a method to encourage students to I

keep a record of performance, in order to facilitate the fun of
seeing improvement.

2. Discuss with the class the time it takes to effect improve-
ment. Ask them to plot how long it will take them to reach a
short term and long term goal.

Psycho-Social
Optimal arousal
level activities are
necessary for
survival

Optimal arousal level activities are necessary for survival.

Participants need activities which offer optimal psychologi -.
cal arousal that are not too stressful or too boring. Arousal
levels differ from student to student as do stress levels. What
may be boring for one may be too stressful for another. I

Learning Activities:
1. Plan a relaxation or biofeedback unit to help students learn
to read body symptoms of stress and natural ways to cope vbith
it.

2. Include relaxation exercises as part of the daily lesson.

3. Provide a selection of activities that will offer arclusal
experience and/or a serene experience.

1

4. Have students analyze the.physiological responses to fear
and how they can challenge themselves at aproductive

Psycho-Social
Individuals differ in Individuals differ in their stimulation and pain tolerar. .

their stimulation Some people seek situations which reduce the intensity of
and pain tolerance their own sensory input, while some seek augmentation.
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Learning Activities:

1. Choice should be given to students to enroll in courses
offering more or less skill demand, fast or slow pace, high or
low risk, fatigue or ease, high competition, simple or complex
strategy. A single program will not serve all students.

2. Develop an activity arousal preference chart, and ask stu-
dents to complete it. Post class results. Discuss.

Exercise Physiology
Exercise can
prevent or treat
hypokinetic
disease, and help to
bind minerals into
bones and

connective tissues

Exercise can prevent or treat hypokinetic disease, and help to
bind minerals into bones'and connective tissues.

Hypokinetic disease is beginning at earlier ages than formerly.
Symptoms are often identified in young adolescents. As chil-
dren mature the bone ossification places stress on bones by
the pull of muscles and gravity.

Learning Activities:

1. Discuss the risk factors for cardiorespiratory disease. Have
the stucfentssletertnine their chances of developing this prob-
lem. Test their degree of body fat, aerobic and anaerobic
capacity, and their blood pressure. Let the students discuss the
effect of their present physical conditionon future health.

2. Have the students study the effects of weightlessness on
the astronauts. How was gra mional pull simulated? What
did the astronauts have to do to kee the minerals from being
sloughed from the bones. How did students feel when getting
out of bed after an extended illness?

Exercise PhysiolOgy
Overall training for
emergencies is
desirable

Overall training for emergencies is desirable.

One never knows when one must cope with unforeseen
emergencies which require one to run, lift, climb, push, pull
or carry. The body must have reserve endurance and strength
to meet these emergencies.

Learning Activities:
1. Identify several. things outside the'sport world which re-
quire strength to perform.

2. Ask students to lift several things, like a ten-foot ladder, an
automobile tire, a snow blower or powermowerya'bag or two
cif groceries-(about seven pounds), a young child, or anything
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whit h is quite often lifted in normal life. Ask them to deter-
mine if they can lift these objects, and how heavy they feel.
f lave. Al student remove an auto tire from a simulated auto
trunk: hold it up as if to a wheel, line the tire up and place it on
the wheel. Have students discuss the roll of fitness in
emergency situations.

1
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What Can I Do While Participating?

Kinesiology
Carry a load as
near the center of
gravity as possible.
Leaning the body
away from the
load counteracts
the pull of the load

Carry a load as near the center of gravity as possible. Leaning
the body away from the load counteracts the pull cif the load.
A ;weight is more easily managed if it is counterbalanced
equally on either side of the body or is centered within the
body's base.

Learning Activities:
1. Have the student carry a heavily weighted suitcase in one
hand an appreciable distance. What counteracting move--
meats does the body make? Have students carry two suitcases
with half the weight of the original n each hand. DiscUss how
balance is retained, and what are the counterbalancing
forces.

2. Fill 6 backpack with sand (about twelve pounds): Let the
students carry in front of them, then placed on the back.
Which is easier? Why?

Kines:ology
Apply force near
the center of
gravity of the

object and in the
desired direction

Apply force near the center of gravity of the object and; in the
desired direction:

if the force is ,got applied through the center of gravity the
objeCt will rotate and force will be wasted. Often heavy
objects have to be moved. If this is not done properly, muscu-
lar or joint injury rnay occur.

Learning Activities:. .

1. Using a football sled or automobile, have the students
experiment with efficient positions to move the object by
pushing.

2. Have students pull the sled, experimenting with different
body positions, and various heights for their centers of graVity.

3. Have students push a lawn mower and analyze the angle
the handle should be in for best leverage, and bow thiS is
related to each student's heigl,t.

Kinesiology
Reduce friction as
much as possible

Reduce friction as much 'as possible. To increase force for
pulling, use muscles which yield maximum force, and apply
the force in the direction you wish the object to move.

C
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There may be times whort unfoq,seen events demand quick
action and automatic re iponsp. Practice in learning and ap-
plying the above concept c.an lessen the trial-and ...nor pro-
cess when quick action is neeck

Ledrning Activitic s.
students imagine a fire in a home. A family member has

been overcome by smoke, md the student wishes to drag the
victim out'. HaVe the student practice crawling low to the
floor. The "victim" can be simulated by using a tire or
another student, Have the student try pulling the victim over
the floor orrug, then'place the victim on a sheet or blanket for
dragging. Which is easier? Practice keeping the pull horizon-
tal. Compare this to a vertical:pull.
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What Do I Do After Participating?

Humanities
Movement
activities provide a
vehicle for deeper
self-understanding

,

Movement acqvities provide a vehicle for 'deeper self-
understand Mg.

Dance, sport and play are important human experiences.
They serve to assist people toward self-renewal through com-
bining freedom with disciplined order.

..
1Learning.p\ctivities:

1. Plan a rainy day talk by a 'history or English literature
faculty member. Talk ,should feature essays, poems, and
stories on the role of sport, dance and play throughout history.

2. Plan moments for student introspection concerning the
valbe of a lesson in terms of personal meaning and. self -
understanding.

3. Have students create a solo modern dance depicting a
personal need.

4. plan ort appreciation unit. Study the Olympics.
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What Can The Teacher Do?
I he teacher can plan, tea( II and conduct learning expori-
eric es which will ( I I build strong, flexible and me( hanically
coordinated body, (2) develop a positive ,,elf-concept, I)

roan. personal meaning and (4) produo e a self - actualised
person. I hest' attributes are necessary to) cope to survive.-

I lere are sonne suggestions:

Cour culum

Help students survive by designing a CU riculum that con-
tributes to the their total development and creates a meaning-
ful learning experikce.
2. ( )rganize the curriculum to allow maximum choice. If the
courses are we'll planned and taught students can be
trusted, with a minimum of guidance, to seek what is good
for them.

Instruction

I. Remember that physical education is more than skill ac-
quisition more than fun. It has -a body of knowledge that
should be learned to serve the student in the life ahead. Plan to
teach it!

2. Be brave. Break away from the "traditional approach" to
physical educatioh. Students will, emulate your enthusiasm,
or your lack of it. Students do want to know "why sweat it?"
Tell them! Help them learn!
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PRINT NAME

Track and Field

MIT PI HI( I)

CONTRACT

I will seta 1 at least 4 different events to work on In 'track and field, I will wk.( I at least 2 different
running events and 2 different field events. NO I f ; It is OK to work on mow than 5 events but it Is
wore difficult to Improve.

I want to work on the following: h heck your task sheet)

1. RUNNING Best 2nd Initial Mid New End of

EVENTS: Time Best Goal Check Goal Unit

2.

Personal Commitment.

2. FIELD EVENTS:

L.2,

3.

Best 2nd Initial Mid New End of
Effort Best Goal Check Goal Unit

Personal Commitment:

3.. I will be respoil r demo.. 'ti ,.ng proper flexibility and -warmup exercises, recom-
mended skill sec pout en, )nr' precautions.

4. 1 will work together w101 orients to help them and at the same time request their
assistance.

5. I will be responsi-1, ; ping a record of my activities to illustrate that I am working on my
goals. I will record n., .cavities at the end (,f each day.

6. I will evaluate myself at the end- of the track and field unit on my effort, participation,
lrovement, cooperation and care of equipment.

\

SIGNATURE

NOrE: 1ile track and field final evaluation is On the other side.

DATE.

Prepared by: Donald Bethe, California State University, Northridge.
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Track and field

PRIN I NAMI
I A') I 1114`11 ICAO 1'1141111 )

TASK SHEET

I will partli male in each of the following at livilies and record my ettOrt in order to determine
(I) who I am, (2) what 1 would like lit vtirk on, and ( II what I would like to Iii. able In (10,

I. TR#CK-RUNNING EVENTS
1 Best I oil Best I oilA.SPRINTS linie I 'aial II. LOW Ill1R1111% rime Goal
10 yds,

1(1(1 yds.

220 yds,

C. MID DISTANCE

440 yds,

11110 yds,

1500 yds.

50 yds,

100 yds,

220 yds.'

I). DISTANCE

I mile
2 miles

5 miles'
,

\E. RelayGet together with 3 other students and practice Baton Passing, then time your-
selves for either a 200 yard (4 X 50) or 400 yaul (4 x 100) relay.

teammates

Dimancv: , Best' Time: Frid Goal:
b,

2. FIELD EVENTS
(lest End Best End

A. JUMPING EVENTS Effort Goal B. THROWING EVENTS (flirt Goal
Standing Long lump

Running Long lump

High lump

Hop Step & lump

Pole Vault'

Softball Throw

Shot Put (wt. )

Discus'

javelins

Hammer'

,3. I will w' :k tether with others to help them experience all of the track and field events on this
task sill help set up and take down equipment, take times, record efforts, and assist
and ern Jrage others to do their best.

4. I will fill out the self evaluation on the hack of this task sheet when I complete theevents listed

S. After corn the above and the evaluation sheet on the back, I will fill out a track and field
contract to identify what I v,ould like to work on in track and field.

*Optional

SIC:NATURE DATE

Prepared by: Do;: H the, California State University, Northridge.

Anirrnimps-
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PRINT NAM!.

Track and Field

weir PI HI( ID

MIO-TERM EVALUATION
Antitter the 140)044 anti e oloidoiely as yon e an

I. What k and field at tivities did you enjoy the Hume why:

2. titit four safety rides you feel are important:

1 What twvifis /MAI rliffir IM for you to learn or improve? Why?

4. I low important Is it for you toil() well, I() Improve and work hard In running events? Check

0111' and explain:

H very important because:

Cl Important

H not very Important
[1 wish I didn't has, to participate

5. 1 low important is it tOr you to do well, to improve and work hard In field evi.nts? Check one

and explain:.

C) very important Itecouse

E.) important

Cl not very moortant

El wish I didn't have to participate .

6. Did you work hard to attempt and experience all the track and field events on the task sheet

(over)? Explain:

7. What percentage of time do you feel that you participatedand practiced in the track and field

activities? Explain:

90-100% C 80- 90% El 70-110% Less than 70%

A. Did you ii/re, mil arrive on time to class? Explain: .

Cl all the how CI sortie of the time

[I roost of the time not very often

9. [h( I you make an effort to get along with everyone? Explain:

Cl all the time some of the time

most of the time Cl not very often

10. In what ways did you help your classmates and teacher?

11.'Did you help with the equipment? Explain:

12. Flow would you evaluate your participation and performance for his portion of the class?

Evaluate participation, effort, improvement, cooperation and self-direction:

A = Excellent Participation

B = Very Good Effort

C = Good Improvement

D = Fair to Poor Cooperation

F = Unacceptable Self-Direction

Prepared by: Donald Bethe, California State University, Northridge.
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Track anti Field

PRINT NAME
Hipni

IFINA1. IEVALLJATI()N
Answer all ill Om (111(0,111ms honestly and ( omplelely as ytal 1 an.

I, Vvii,it w11) flit. ovolom t. nr ilium voltiobli, Nil of (1.1s.,?

2. I )1Iik I hit Is 111111 I it'llt Is

3, 1 ist it Ira( k and field events:

IltAt K IVI NIL)

c.

(I.

4, list 4 safely rules you feel are important in your es edits,

5, What events were most difficult for you to learn ortimprove in? Why?

6. Give any comments or suggestions feel would help to improve his class,

7. Would you like to have this activity again as an elective?

8. Did you work hard to learn and improve in your events? Are you proud of your efforts?

9. Did you come close to or exceed your desired goals?

10. What percentage of time (I() you feel that you participated and practiced on your events?
track Field _ Why?

11. As a result of this class I need to or want to work on:

12. Did you help someone else reach their goals? Explain how.

13. Did you make an effort to get along with everyone?

14. Did you help with the equipment?

15. Did you dress and arrive on time to class?

16. What grade do you feel you deserve in this unit? Consider your attitude, participation, effort,
improvement, performance, cooperation and selfdirection.

Grade Explain:

Prepared by: Donald Beth, California State University, Northridge.
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HONE NANO_
'0111401

Tennis

IN1111(1( hi iii I VIII

MU BOUNCING

tfARNINti ORKCIIVIS1 I liv sitolvni will he ,1140 to develop ra«1111.1 control and improved
eymliant I ()ordination,

DI 1 IVERY SYS I I NI are optional) Aliemo.r1 implet(41

Read Imge 4 I of fermis, by Athletic Institute CI CI

2, Ohsersie sc herhiled rl,rss 1)(1`41,111,1111111 Cl 1,1

Han your IWII (I (.1

PRACEICE (required)

I. I lulling the racquet with the forehand grip, hounce the hall by hitting I(
with the racquet to the ground S0 times in succession,

2, I holding racquet with forehand grip, turn racquet upward and bounce
hall in the air 25 times without an error, 1.1

3, I folding the racquet in the forehand grip, alternate bouncing the hall up
and down (5 times up and 5 times down) until you can do 50 without
error. (5 X 1(I up and x I ll down) :

ASSESSMI NE:

Successful «nopletion of Prar ti«,), I, 2, I ahoy()

CIGNATURI

Comments:

Prepared by: Helen Hellmann and Marian E. Kneer, University of Illinois, Chicago Circle.

*Now Amovalmomemser«eft rafter:0
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1`111N1 WW1
SIIIIItNI

Tennis

151 II All IR I lAll

BASIC RAVE

1.1-ARNINO 011KCIIVI) I 110 '011111.111 Will 1 1l' .11110 III 111,11 .1 ..1`111 55I111 fair speed in the pool
ono( munis servii mil tinting a litmus game.

IVI YiS I I ill (all are milli mall A14400111 Inniniell,1
I, 16.,u1 and study pages 24- 1 1 of tennis, by Athlent institute

1. Observe scheduled class presentation

3, View loop filnicm the serve In the library I I I. 1

4. Dim uss with friend, 'mynah. or facilitator I I l I

5, Read selet led iv* ummended books

6, Plan your own. fa CI

IRANSA(' [IONS (prat tit el:

I, WO Iwo balls in your tossing hand, take proper serve position with
service grip. I.x,t tav 25 ( ()mph*. practi« swings coordinating the
movement of your "hall hand" with the motitat of the swing, not loss
the ball or hit It Coln ennate on proper tuna and coordination, Cl C7

2. lake service position while holding One ball in tossing hand and the
racquet with service grip. Toss up ball above tossing hand shoulder and
catch it, (10 times)

3, Repeat #2 and coordinate the toss with the service backswing, (I()
times) (I5 out of 20 times accurately) CI O

4. Stand behind baseline, facing fence in service position. Serve 15 serves
into the fence which hit in a target area of four square feet, three feet
above the ground.

5, Stand behind bawline facing the net and serve 20 serves into each
service court, 1(1 that have a downward angle and reasonable.speed.

6. Plan your own,

ASSESSMENTS: (Attempt to complete by 4th week)

1. Demonstrate to facilitator, friend or classmate your service stroke form that approximates the
models in books, films, demonstrations (check if ok),

0 Preparation position

Cl Accuracy of toss

Bac kswing

Coordination of toss and backswing

Approved

0 Forward stroke

Arm extension

Contact Point

O Follow through

OBSERVER DATE

2. Completion of serve test (cony attached) must achieve 5/1 0=C; 6/10=B; 7/1 0=A in no
more than 2 trials.

out of 10

Testimonial
FACILITATOR DATE

Prepared by: Helen Heitmann and Marian E. Kneer, University of Illinois. Chicago Circle.
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1111s1 NAME

Tenni*

FOREHAND AND IIAGKIIAND DRIVING

1.1AININ(1 I 11111 I IVI ; I ho learner ,,,1111n, able lo judge the 40,141,11110.01111, 111111111.0 .11111 anglr

Man oin outing hall in order lo he in position to return Ili° boll with Om hest stroke to
son Mc 11144.1 1111111111111115,111 5 t 1)1)51,

1)11 IVI RV SYS I FM (all NI' 01111011AI)

I, Read pages H and 20 In lonni+ by A111101( Institut(' I l I 1

2, ( )hserve st holtiled class presentation H

:I, vim loop film "forehand and backhand variations" In library Fl Ii

4, I)iscuss with Mold, CIOSS111,110, or facilitator H hI

5, Read selected re( onimended hooks CI Q

6, Plan your own

TRANSACIIONS (Practice)

I. Stand In ready position midway between baseline and service line. Return 20 out of 30 balls
tossed alternately to your ((wetland and backhand.

2. Repeat #1 but with halls tossed far enough away from you that you have to take a few steps to
reach ball. Return quickly to receiving positionafter each stroke. Hit 10 out of 20 successfully.

3, Rally with another player at least 4 successful returns, including 1 or more backhands.

4. Plan practice of your own choosing.

ASSESSMENTS:

Rally with another player until you can hit 10 successful returns, including 3 or more backhands.

TestiMonial
PARTNER DATE

Prepared by: Helen Heitmann and Marian E. Kneer, University of Illinois, Chicago Circle,
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PNINI NAMI

511

I 11111'kii

Ileginiting Golf

1,1 Ohl 11,1

I I v

1,11;1014 ANALYSIS

if Si HO

1Hllllt

In rho otnrlrui

!hese lash', may 15. ilothimit.d and rs,,Ilti,111.11 1)4 S'oklIstIll w tIvalt141114t1 HMS. Is' Ilt11110 Its; an
1411s4,1V1,1 1%14 t' WI X Ill' itemise x61111 111,11111111141 11011'1 fly and if 0111,110u mn t timers (tit' oat It

()turnouts ,irei ailed till, MAW an atialVsls mil 114,0144 I oriel, non WIIIt II will assist
in poloiming Ihr skill t mirror tly,

s

I ASKI, I I d m tt / II III

, I. lit k up and gnu I lull addles., hall

I rror Analysis:

Red(' I ask Ml.

I , r

KI,v, In+ ist1.11,I,
I 4 7 II ,1 III

t, Swing club thythink ally without
hall. tlygill Bath swing with address.

A71Caswing
---

....B. lop of batwing
I. r

I. wrists
2. left ellxnv
I. right elbow

--
4. head
5. toiler of arlyity

----

-C. I )0wotisvio
......---

I) Impact
-------

I club heart
1. wrists

. A. head
4. center Ji gravity

L. Follow through
F. fop of Follow through

I wrists
2! left elbow
3. right elbow
4 center Jgravity
5. head
6. grip

ts-regardrog-mititg_trroil'and corrections:

Preparedby: Elden Heitmannt>Lersity of Mimi's, Chicago Circle.
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What Can I Do While Participating?

Kinesiology
Carry a load as
near the center of
gravity as possible.
Leaning the body
away from the
load counteracts
the pull of the load

Carry a load as near the center of gravity as possible. Leaning
the body away from the load counteracts the pull cif the load.
A -weight is more easily managed if it is counterbalanced
equally on either side of the body or is centered within the
body's base.

Learning Activities:
1. Have the student carry a heavily weighted suitcase in one
hand an appreciable distance. What counteracting move-'
meats does the body make? Have students carry two suitcases
with half the weight of the originalin each hand. Discuss how
balance is retained, and what are the counterbalancing
forces.

2. Fill a backpack with sand (about twelve pounds)., Let the
students carry in front of them, then placed on the back.
Which is easier? Why?

Kineni:ology
Apply force near
the center of
gravity of the
object and in the
desired direction

Apply force near the center of gravity of act; object and; in the
desired direction:

if the force is ,got applied through the center of gravity the
object will rotate and force will be wasted. Often heavy
objects have to be moved. If this is not done properly, muscu-
lar or joint injury may occur.

Learning Activities:. .

1. Using a football sled or automobile, have the students
experiment with efficient positions to move the object by
pushing.

2. Have students pull the sled, experimenting with different
body positions, and various heights for their centers of graVity.

3. Have students push a lawn mower and analyze the angle
the handle should be in for best leverage, and frow thiS is
related to each student's heigl,t.

Kinesiology
Reduce friction as
much as possible

Reduce friction as much 'as possible. To increase force for
pulling, use muscles which yield maximum force, and apply
the force in the direction you wish the object to move.

uv



There may be times whorl 1.1111.11'TYell events demand quick
action and automatic re .ponsp. Practice in learning (Inc; ap-
plying the above concept can lessen the trial-and ,-.rror pro-
cess when quick action is needed.

Learning Activitii,
I IA ,(? students imagine a fire in a home. A family member has
been overcome by smoke, ond the student wishes to drag the
victim out'. HaVe the student practice crawling low to the
floor. The "victim" can be simulated by using a tire or
another student, Have the student try pulling the victim over
the floor orrug, thenplace the victim on a sheet or blanket for
dragging. Which is easier? Practice keeping the pull horizon-
tal. Compare this to a vfltical:pull.
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What Do I Do After Participating?

Humanities
Movement
activities provide a
vehicle for deeper
self-understanding

Movement acqvities provide a vehicle for 'deeper self-
understand ing.

Dance, sport and play are important human experiences.
They serve to assist people toward self-renewal through com-
bining freedom with disciplined order.

Learning,p\ctivities:

1. Plan a rainy day talk by a history or English literature
faculty member. Talk ,should feature essays, poems, and
stories on the role of sport, dance and play throughout history.

2. Oran moments for student introspection concerning the
vallie of a lesson in terms of personal meaning and self -
understanding.

3. Have students create a solo modern dance depicting a
personal need.

4. planycport appreciation unit. Study the Olympics.
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What Can The Teacher Do?
I he teacher can plan, tear 11 and conduct learning export-
en( es which will ( I I build a strong, flexible and inec hanically
coordinated body, (2) develop a positive self-conr ( I)
c watt. personal meaning and (4) 'gothic e a self - actualised
person. I hest' attributes are necessary to tripe to survive.-

Mere are some suggestions:

Corr:cult/in

Help students survive by designing a cu riculum that con-
tributes to the their total development and creates a meaning-
ful learning experikce.
2. ( )rganize the curriculum to allow maximum choice. If the
courses are well planned and taught students can be
trusted, with a migimum of guidance, to seek what is good
for them.

Instruction

I. Remember that physical education is more than skill ac-
quisition more than fun. It has -a body of knowledge that
should be learned to serve the student in the life ahead. Plan to
teach it!

2. Be brave. Break away from the "traditional approach" to
physical educatioh. Students will, emulate your enthusiasm,
or your lack of it. Students do want to know "why sweat it?"
Tell them! Help them learn!
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appendix
Sample Task Sheets
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PRINT NAME

Track and Field

IASI IIItSI II %It Hun)

CONTRACT

I will select at least 4 different events to work on In 1 rack and field. I will wk.( t at leasl 2 different
running events and 2 different field events. NO I r; II is OK to work on mow than 5 events but it Is
wore difficult to Improve.

I want to work on the following: h heck your task sheet)

1. RUNNING Hest 2nd Initial Mid New Endo(

EVENTS: Time Best Goal Check Goal Unit

1.

2.

Personal Commitment.

Best 2nd initial Mid New Endo(
2. FIELD EVENTS: Effort Best Goal Check Goal Unit

1.

2,

3.,

Personal Commitment:

3.. I will be h)r dermc-ai.;.ng proper flexibility and -warmup exercises, recom-
mended skill sec /nut e 1fTr! saPty precautions.

4. I will work together wilt -Woo' orients to hemp them and at the same lime request their
assistance,

5. I will be responsi"1, ; ,'plug a record of my activities to illustrate that I am working on my
goals. I will record II,, activities at the mitt c.f each day.

6. I will evaluate myself at the end of the track and field unit on my effort, participation,
lrovement, cooperation and care of equipment.

SIGNATURE

NC) PE: 1 ire track and field final evaluation is on the other side.

DATE.

Prepared by: Donald Bethe, California State University, Northridge.
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Track and field

PRIN I NAMI
I AS I 111451 I IA 11 1'1141111 1

TASK SI-11:11

I will paint 'pate in each of the hillowing a1 Itvllles and record my ettOrt in order to determine
(I) whew I 41,1,12) what I would like to work on, and ( II what I would like to be able to do,

I. TROICK-RUNNING EVENTS
1

A.SPRINTS

10 yds,

11111 yds.

220 yds.

C. MID DISTANCE

440 yds,

flf10 yds,

1500 yds.

nest I and
I init. Goal

D.

Best I nil
LOW HURD11 S rime Goal-----
50 yds,

100 yds,

220 yds.'

DISTANCE

I milt'
2 miles

5 miles'

E. RelayGet together With 3 other students and practice Baton Passing, then time your-
selves he either a 200 yard (4 X50) or 4110 yard (4 x100) relay.

teammates.
Distance: ....--, Best Time: End Goal.

2. FIELD EVENTS
[lest End Best End

A. JUMPING EVENTS Effort Goal B. THROWING EVENTS I flol Goal
Standing Long lump

Running Long lump

High lump

Hop Step & lump

Pole Vault'

Softball Throw

Shot Put (wt. )

Discus'
javelins

Hammer'

,3. I will w' :k t ,tether with others to help them experience all of the track and field events on this
task Ow, I sill help set up and take down equipment, take times, record efforts, and assist
and eh, Jrase others to do their best.

4. I will fill out the self evaluation on the hack of this task sheet when I complete the events listed
above.

S. After com ,:eting the above and the evaluation sheet on the back, I will fill out a track and field
contract to identify what I v,ould like to work on in track and field.

*Optional

SIGNATURE DATE

Prepared by: Dor. the, California State University, Northridge.

noirrievompr
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PRINT NAMI.

Track and Field

0,111 rPI HR III

MIP-TERM EVALUATION
Answer 'ill of the questions as honestly and e ompletely as you

I. What Once fiat k and field at divides (lhl You enjoy the most( I. xplaln why:

Ilst four safety roles you feel are inituutont;

3, What events were most rfilli«alt for you to learn or improve( Why(

4, !low important is it for you hillo well, to improve and work bard In running events? Check

one and explain:

very important because:

Cl important

I:1 not very Important

wish I didn't have to participate

5. 1 low important is it (or you lotto well, to improve and work hard In field events? Check one

and explain:.

El very important because:

E) important

Cl not very mooilant
El wish I dirIn't.have to participate

6. Did you work haul to attempt and experience all the track and field events 011 the task sheet

lover)? Explain:

7. What percentage of tune do you feel that you participated and practiced in the track and field

activities? Explain:

Cl 90- I 00% Li tilt- 90% C1 70-110% Less than 7(1%

a. Did you are, ,, ,10(1 arrive on time to class? Explain: .

Cl all the tiffie Cl smile of the time

rt most of the time not very often

9. Doi you make an effort to get alum( with everyonee

Cl all the time some of the time'

most of the time Cl not very often

10. In what ways did you help your classmates and teacher?

11.' Dill you help with the equipment? _ Explain:

12. flow would you evaluate your participation and performance for his portion of the class?

Evaluate participation, effort, improvement, cooperation and self-direction:

A = Excellent Participation

B -= Very Good Effort

C --- Good Improvement

D = Fair to Poor Cooperation

F = Unacceptable Self - Direction

Prepared by: Donald Bethe, California State University, Northridge.
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Track anti Field

PRINT NAME
Hipni

IFINA1. IEVALLJATI()N
Answer ol (111(0,111ms honestly and ( omplelely as ytal 1 an.

I, Vvii,it w11) flit. ovolom t. nr ilium voltiobli, Nil of (1.1s.,?

2. I )1Iik I hit Is 111111 I it'llt Is

3, 1 ist it Ira( k and field events:

IltAt K IVI NIL)

c.

(I.

4, list 4 safely rules you feel are important in your esedits,

5, What events were most difficult for you to learn ortimprove in? Why?

6. Give any comments or suggestions feel would help to improve his class,

7. Would you like to have this activity again as an elective?

8. Did you work hard to learn and improve in your events? Are you proud of your efforts?

9. Did you come close to or exceed your desired goals?

10. What percentage of time (I() you feel that you participated and practiced on your events?
track Field _ Why?

11. As a result of this class I need to or want to work on:

12. Did you help someone else reach their goals? Explain how.

13. Did you make an effort to get along with everyone?

14. Did you help with the equipment?

15. Did you dress and arrive on time to class?

16. What grade do you feel you deserve in this unit? Consider your attitude, participation, effort,
improvement, performance, cooperation and selfdirection.

Grade Explain:

Prepared by: Donald Beth, California State University, Northridge.
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PRINT NAME
'dill 4111

Tennis

MU BOUNCING

TEARNINti (MKT= I IVES! I he ~licit 11 will he .11)10 In develop racquet control and improved
eye,hanil (()ordination,

lilt !VERY SYS II tvl are optional) Attempleo m11441441

I. Head page 4 1 a tenors, hy Athletic Institute

2. Obsets(41 s( 11(4101(41 11.+4 1)(1'41,1161111111 Cl

7, flan your IWII (1 t. I

PRACTICE IrequIret8

I Inkling the racquet with the forehand grip, bounce the kill hy hitting It
with the racquet It) the ground 'il) times In succosion, F.) CI

2. I Inkling racquet with forehand grip, turn racquet upward and bounce
hall in the air 25 times without an error. l 1 0

3. lidding the racquet in the forehand grip, alternate hotinciiig the ball up
and down (5 times tip and 5 tinier clown) until you can do 50 without
error, (S x 1(1 UP and x 10 clown) : Q f7

ASSESSMINE:

Successful «impletion of rrar. tit (,), I, 2, I above

CIC;NATUItt

Conitywnv.:

Prepared by: Helen Hellmann and Marian E. Kneer, University of Illinois Chicago Circle.

*NNW AARON, ANNIMININMUMINIMMINNIMMININKAAMIIIMIMIEVO0
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l'111N1 NAts11'

Tennis

1511111M11tt (IMP

BASIC SERVE

1-1-AANINO I III' '0111 !VIII will III. 114, III plat e A .W1 1,4, wuh

inid (lining a tennis game.

1)111V1 KY "O'S I I n1 Gill ,111,

Ko,u1 and study pages 24.11 of tennis, by Athleili Institute I -1 GI

1. Observe scheduled class presentation

3, View loop film on the serve 11101.11y t 1 I I

4, Dist mss with friend, lassmale or facilitator I I l I

5, Read sell c led IN unwonted books 11

b. Plan your own. Cl

IRANSAC [IONS lora( lit el:

I. WO Iwo balls in your tossing hand, take proper serve position with
service grip. I. )(et Me 2.5 «nookle practice swings coordinating the
movement of your "ball hand" with the motion of the swing. lb not loss
the ball or hit It. loin entrate on proper form and coordination, 0 Cl

2. lake service position while holding one ball in tossing hand and the
racquet with service grip. Toss up ball above tossing hand shoulder and
catch it, (10 times)

a. Repeat #2 and coordinate the toss with the service backswing. (10
times) (15 out of 20 times accurately) CI Cl

4. Stand behind baseline, facing fence in service position. Serve 15 serves
into the fence which hit in a target area of (our square feet, three feet
above the ground.

5, Stand behind bawline facing the net ,111(I serve 20 serves into each
service court, 10 that have a downward angle and reasonable.speed.

6. Plan your own.

ASSESSMENTS: (Attempt to complete by 4th week)

1. Demonstrate to facilitator, friend or classmate your service stroke form that approximateS the
models in books, films, demonstrations (check if ok),

0 Preparation position

LI Accuracy of toss

Bac kswing

Coordination of toss and backswing

Approved

0 Forward stroke

Arm extension

Contact Point

Follow through

OBSERVER DATE

2. Completion of serve test (cony attached) must achieve 5/10=C; 6/10=B; 7/10=A in no
more than 2 trials.

Testimonial

out of 10

FACILITATOR DATE

Prepared by: Helen Heitmann and Marian E. Kneer, University of Illinois. Chicago Circle.
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PAIN I NAtsit

Tonnk

I 11 110,4,111N

FOREHAND AND HAGKIIAND DRIVING

1.1 Al(NIN( ()WI(' I IV) ; I hu learner ill he able to itidge the speed, duo lion, bounce and angle
of an lull f r ill in order to be in IgisIlloit to return the 11.111 Willi 1110110'411(1,6E1de stroke to 11
SII4 area of the opponent's (

1)1.1 IVI kY SYS I FM (all are optional) Aneng 'tell Completed

I, Read pages 14 and 20 in tennis by Alliletit Institute FI I

2, ( )hserve si heilidett class presentation I,1 11

3, View long film "forehand and backhand variations" In library 0 0

4, Discuss with friend, classmate, or facilitator (I 0

5, Read stdet led «4 onimended hooks 0 0

6, Plan your own

TRANSAC (IONS (Practice)

1. Stand In ready position midway between baseline and service line. Return 20 out of 30 balls
tossed alternately to your ((wetland and backhand.

2. Repeat #1 but with balls tossed far enough away from you that you have to take a few steps to
reach ball. Return quickly to receiving positionafter each stroke. Hit 10 out of 20 successfully.

3, Rally with another player at least 4 successful returns, including 1 or more backhands.

4. Plan practice of your own choosing.

ASSESSMENTS:

Rally with another player until you can hit I0 successful returns, including 3 or more backhands.

Testimonial
PARTNER DATE

Prepared by: Helen Heitmann and Marian E, Kneer, University of Illinois, Chicago Circle.
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PNINI NANI1

flotilnolom Golf

111'111,11i

11.11111,11,,1 I 11 III!

1,10014 AN

to 1101 01011Cia'

1111.10 ash may 1)0 1011111110'd 1)1 \'0111s011 111 0V,110.111011 11101 Is' ilf1100 by an
observer 111,11 e WI X 101 1101'W shills 00110101011 pole* tly 'Intl t 3 if on villa ut t wood for 0.0

Vliere t omments int.( ailed till, WW1. 01101i11V.Ii.A of 014, olio, ur t 0(10(11011011t 11\011 ,1\\1\
in 10110111011)4 1110 shill (1)(114114 ,

l'it k tip and grip t hill ailthoss hall I

I rror Analysts:

Redo task NI.

0 \s
/ II II Ill

1. T. E 171

ks'v, In, ,lull0 I di )

I 4 7 II 10

1, Swing t lull di \Omit ally without
ball. Begin each swing with address.

I.

TIGaswing
B. lop of bat wing

---..
I. wrists r _..
2. left ellxgv
3, right elbow

--
4. head

21...lenteivity___
.---C. Downswing . --

R Impact
I. club head ..."ki J2. wrists

40
. A. head

4. center of gravity
L. Follow through
F. fop of Follow through

I-. wrists
2! left elbow ts
3. right elbow 4
4. center of gravity
5. head
h. grip

ts-regardrog-mitgaLetrok-and corrections:

Prepared-by: Helen Heitni, dnrversity of Illinois, Chicago Circle.
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PRINT \

Eeginning Golf

ERROR ANALYSES

1,, Inn It,. ,

I

2.

`.1 1.1M

o r..!,cn,n
4-

f nt.I 1

3. .(if.,,infJ,if Inrlt Kr, lr t >rrn t (orrl, l .

Hail, I t,.ss 111,

(4.1

f 11{),

5. Path ul ,\% ing 1IIudr1 li),111( , ( )til,pit. -in

Preparcd ht clort l leitolartrt lifIt1.11',Ift III 111111015

8 8

( br ago (



Beginning Golf

PRINT \-\\Ti

1. !LI:

tit)..r.tct ktH

:! !,.!i'

SHOTMAK1NG

1 I I

t ., t It FFnH P Phli FHrp \11, \ finn,1! f II !iigh!. lt,

ti tht.rt.

2. ,d1t1.0, ,..,c1(11,5,i. - WC. 'Hut

3. Pidt p Ft d
\i,ii4nitiiiU

i

kk\
I, ?tit,. ,ruprir.,ii,tr!i'

4. t dludtc It 4 ( ttp-t,t .!!
(rtt( ' pot

IlitItt it ttt,Itt crittr In

S. Rt,1.1ith,h ;01'.1t

Nr Fr tIll F ,1
.\

7. 1,trk .11,klli Itl,pl,.t.1711

B. i'1,11 ;,111 Ind! it

A ''.,itFiizFitr, !),111

prtrts..t'

I i

It)

Ft ) I it

4

Prup,111'11 1 1 % I r u n ll I 1,1f111,1I`fl

DS

ht( ,igu 1 iii Li'
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PRINT NAME

Golf

t i it 't if

DIAGNOSIS OF SKILL LEVEL

an,ver he que,tion. it-lue ,I( uralek Lt lilt ii. i ill he g

71; helptul tti plan it help oi earn tilt

l)l 1N1

I t id \ 1' \ pki ;2,1)11'

cker hii 1 gult hall!

3, f iae \ ii ttr betilgi\cn gull uetru,
4. Art. \ui liking ti.rv ard In learning gn11!

I. Du iii «eearler ii urtli killuil in -,1p0-1,!
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Basketball
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DRIBBLING
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PRINT NAME

Basketball

1 ,1c 11HSt SvtN

PASSING AND SHOOTING

1. Vork in pairs

()bsen.ers
Passers
Guards

2. Observers, write the name of the passers ou are watching after "passers- above. Give the
passer this sheet .A hen oo are finished.

3. Guards, not be too aggressive. This task' is practice for passing and shooting.

4. Passcrs, make at least 3 passes before shooting. After shooting, go back to the center circle for
vriur next trial. Atter your 6th trial, get sour rating sheet from the observer.

5. Alt Rotate around, ear h pair taking a turn as an observer, passer, and guard.

I RIALS 4 Comments

Baskets made

Good Passes

Marian E Kneer, University of Illinois, Chicago Circle.



Basketball

PRINT NAME
511,1q. \ I 5155 ING 1.)511 INI IIVII)LAI PR( CRAM

SHOOTING

In developing better shooting the following are imp imam.

A. Accuracy from any place around the basket

B. Accurac y from various body positions
C. ,,ccuracy from various distances

D. Ac curacy combined with the speed of shooting.

The following program provides you with spec ific exert ises in graduated order to help you
improve in these tour aspects.

TASKS Les el I Level 2

1. Set shot from foul line 3 out ot 10 5 out of 10
2. Set shot from 45 Jegrees right (foul line distance) 3 out of 10 5 out of 10
3. Set shot from 45 degrees left (foul line ...listance) 2 out of 10 5 out of 10
4. One-handed on-the-run shot from free throw line (dribble in

from center circle. 2 out ot I0 5 out of 10
5. As many layup shots as you can in 60 seconds 12 20

Circle the tasks that you ac hieved.

Prepared by: Marian E. Kneer, University of Illinois, Chicago Circle.
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PRINT NAME

Basketball

iii Ht'.1 PAH

PLAYMAKING

1,1:11efl tuu 111 111,1%111g, ,111.1 Olen unit mac% it 1. Mir olipialinl. Select one ol hit, prphlens
listed and 'lc...4411d plat p, .arlSt N.

l'Idt iii tie ure againq a rune ileten
Plat hi ,( ore agaile,1 a Mari hi delerly

De..(

Key: O = (.Htnsp. pla et
X = Plater

- - -

Plater n1OLemeill

( retii

Prepared by: Marian E Kiwer, University of Illinois, Chicago Circle
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BAAC for K-12
physical
educators . .

3/81 (Prices subject to change)

Series I titles:
m......,h,*11.:.45-21;;;.!t

( 245-2f ;82ti
1\1..n .r Ineaniin4 C2-15-268:A9

..f Illy, Ed 2-15- *-6832
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Series II titles:
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Regular
Price
$ 5'
$ 5 95
$ 5.!IS
$
$
$ 5"S
$29 95

$ 5 95
$ 5'5
$ 515
III 1 95

°RNA? FROM : IPERD Publications Sales
P.D. Box 870, builuun, .II) 20801
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YOUTH
SPORTS

I GUIDE
For Coaches and Parents
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Ott Inn,
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Also
Available . . .

Youth Sports GuideFor Coaches and Parents
Intended for parents, volunteer coaches and youth sports administrators, this is
the first comprehensive coaching manual to be produced by a national association
for the youth sports field (both boys and girls) in the United States. It covers such
topics as development of fundamental skills, physical and physiological develop-
ment, psychological considerations, instructional strategies, preparation for com-
petition. motivation, managing a team, and the issues of winning and losing. The
content is easily understood and appropriate for any of the youth sports, including
softball, baseball, basketball, football, soccer, hockey, swimming, tennis, and
bowling. Edited by Jerry Thomas of Louisiana State University with contributions
from some of the top sports educators, researchers, and child development
experts in the country. Produced in cooperation with The Manufacturers Life
Insurance Company (ManuLife) of Canada. 1977. 144 pp.

For current prices and order information, write
AAHPERD Promotion Unit, 1900 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091


